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COMPLEXITY IN MODELLING AND ANALYTIC USE OF COMPUTERS
Wm. Orchard-Hays
Foreword
There exists today a wealth of concepts, ｭ ･ ｾ ｨ ｯ ､ ｳ Ｌ techniques
and tools -- including computerized systems -- which are suitable
or even intended for what we now call system analysis. It would
seem that virtually any complex planning or evaluation problem
could be attacked with some form or other of model and meaningful
results produced. This assumes, of course, that reasonably
reliable data can be obtained, which in practice is often a
severe bottleneck. But even ignoring the question of data, the
process of actually formulating, implementing and using a model
for the analysis of a complex real-world situation is enormously
difficult.
This difficulty is caused by complexity of several kinds.
The complexity of the real world cannot be defined away and,
indeed, it is the object of system analysis. But there are
further levels of complexity which are caused by the concepts,
methods and techniques themselves and, more particularly, how
they are handled in computerization. To a considerable degree
this is tied up with confusion and ambiguity induced by the
various representations which are used. Representations are
neither concepts nor reality, no matter how narrowly these are
construed, and yet, from the first touch of pencil to paper to
the reams of printed output from a computerized system, repre-
sentations are all we actually deal with.
Several computerized systems of enormous power are avail-
able to IIASA, often at almost no cost. Indeed, two or three,
at least, are here now waiting to be used. Yet no one is using
them. Nor is this situation unique to IIASA. This ｾ ｲ ｩ ｴ ･ ｲ has
spent a quarter of a century in developing increasingly power-
ful and flexible systems, and has been assisted by numbers of
highly competent people at different times. Similar efforts by
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numerous other individuals and groups could be cited. Increas-
ingly, in the last few years, these systems have tended to become
monuments to complexity and futility. Clearly something is wrong
and this is a matter of deep concern. Certainly we can (or may
have to) stop building systems. But such capability is sorely
needed in analyzing the enormous problems facing the world.
Only three possible explanations for this situation present
themselves:
(a) There are almost no analysts who are capable of formu-
lating models of sufficient power to utilize big systems.
(b) Computer technology has become so complicated that most
analysts cannot -- or refuse to devote the effort needed
to -- really understand it. Hence they are unaware of
what is available and what can be done.
(c) The systems are poorly designed with respect to the
kind of work analysts must undertake.
We must believe that (a) is false or else we may as well all
pack up. On the other hand, it is increasingly clear that there
is some truth in both (b) and (c). The following discussion is
aimed at clarifying both sides.
Those who are bored with discussions bordering on the philo-
sophical may wish to only skim over sections 1 and 2. Section 3
is similar in vein but short and it provides a necessary preface
to the sequel.
I. The Puzzle of Complexity
Complexity is characteristic of our time. This phenomenon
is not confined to anyone sphere of activity, anyone area of
intellectual pursuit, or anyone cultural, political, or techno-
logical environment. It is, of course, more predominant in some
areas -- both physical and conceptual -- than in others, but,
nevertheless, complexity is an ever-encroaching cancer on human
experience in the twentieth century, and particularly since WWII.
Complexity, in the sense meant here, is not at all synonymous
with difficulty, sheer size, or extensive administrative details.
A few people have always been able to surmount incredible obstacles
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and, in this sense, to solve difficult problems. History is full
of such stories in various fields. Massive enterprises and far-
flung but efficient administrative organizations have been known
since antiquity. But until recent modern times, simplicity and
uniformity were much more the results of achievement than com-
plexity.
In science, the early results in almost every field, beginning
with physics in the sixteenth century, were marked by simplicity,
elegance, and apparent generality. In technology, as late as the
1930s, it was claimed that all mechanisms depended on a small set
of basic devises or principles (some number in the teens as I
recall). In mathematics, some complexity is inherent but, ini-
tially, this was more in individual problems which were difficult
or unfamiliar rather than in a confusing maze. (Of course, there
'were holdovers of confusion from antiquity.)
As a succession of brilliant minds developed more and more
general mathematical methods -- largely motivated by problems in
the physical sciences or practical problems occuring in the conduct
of human affairs -- these were seen both as unifying concepts and
as a confirmation of Galileo's contention that the "Book of Nature
is written in mathematical characters". The'idea emerged that'
mathematical statements represent a model of reality and not merely
a method of solving practical or theoretical problems. (This is
over and above the concepts and techniques of "pure" mathematics or
it foundations in logic.) This conviction is still very much a
basis of current work even though the increased use of methematics
in the less exact sciences, such as economics, requires one to
hedge somewhat about the validity of a model. However, this is
not viewed as a weakness in the concept of mathematical represen-
tations but as a difficulty in formulating a model of a situation
for which experimental methods are impractical and precise laws
unknown. Hence one must rely on historical or indirect data and
opinions, both to formulate and validate theory.
It is true that conceptual difficulties have arisen in
physics, mathematics and logic which have, at least for a time,
had a disquieting or even shattering effect on scientists -- so-
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called crises. But the idea that correct mathematical represen-
tations are inherently valid and consistent -- essentially as an
article of faith -- has been strong enough to survive all such
shocks. Indeed the practical applications have hardly been dis-
turbed at all. (Many scientists and mathematicians might deny
that science is grounded in essentially intuitive beliefs. Yet
to some of us at least, this conclusion seems inescapable when
observing the methods of science. This is not raised as an
objection in any sense.)
Nevertheless, new crises are forcing themselves on us, due
at least in part to past successes. First, the enormous growth
in human knowledge has, in itself, forced specialization, in some
cases extreme. It is not possible for a twentieth-century
Leonardo to emerge, or even a Gauss. No one person, even of the
greatest genius, can comprehend a broad spectrum of fields in
sufficient depth to make fundamental contributions to them all.
This increases the complexity of communication and cross-fertil-
ization of ideas. It is difficult even to know whether an appli-
cable theory or method for a problem at hand has already been
developed. Scientific competition also contributes to the diffi-
culty.
Second, the growth of industrial technology, urban culture,
population, and other factors often noted, has created new kinds
of problems. These problems do not respond to the kinds of models
in classical physics, for example. Such models not only elucidated
but anticipated facts. Perhaps the first dramatic case of this
kind was the "discovery" of Neptune. A more precise case is the
bending of light around a large body as predicted by relativity
theory. For pure imaginative abstraction, it is hard to outdo
Dirac's famous equation from which results jump out like "rabbits
from a magician's hat", as it is described in prestigious works.
Thus "facts" may be based on perusal of mathematical formulae
rather than on observations. Of course this is one purpose of a
model, perhaps the main one. It depends, however, on knowledge
of fairly precise laws. When models are applied to areas where
such laws are lacking and where various uncertainties must be
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taken into account, the situation is quite different. Both
observed facts and deduced facts may have low confidence levels
with respect to either explanatory or predictive value. This
greatly complicates analysis, obviously.
Another source of complexity is related to the development
of computers and data processing technology. It is not the
complexity of the computers themselves to which we refer, but
the perplexing ambiguity in representations which they engender.
Since this is the central theme of the sequel, no attempt will
be made here to illustrate it in a few words.
Complexity is itself forcing a new crisis upon us. The
difficulty is essentially this: The world is faced with enormous
problems which, if not soon resolved, threaten the very contin-
uation of human life. All the complicated techniques of analysis
and decision sciences, which are now nominally available, are
needed to find solutions. The very complexity of these methods
and tools, however, inhibit their effective use, and they are
difficult to comprehend. At the same time, their potential power
seems to be ｰ ｲ ･ ｣ ｩ ｳ ｾ ｬ ｹ what is needed to resolve the problems
facing mankind. This is the puzzle of complexity.
2. On the Complexity of Human Interaction with Computers
In the past, complexity has often been dispelled by a fresh
approach, a new viewpoint or the recognition of a basic principle.
This is what is usually hoped for but, increasingly, it does not
work. This is almost characteristic of computer technology. (In
hardware technology, significant exceptions to the above state-
ment could be cited: e.g., the transistor and printed circuits.)
For well over a decade, in some cases two, the computer has been
performing tasks routinely which could not have been done other-
wise. But the true potential of the computer has not been even
approximately achieved except in a few special cases at enormous
effort and cost. (The U.S. space effort is perhaps the best
illustration of this.) A long series of terms and concepts
have been put forth and many implemented -- integrated data
bases, management information systems, artificial intelligence,
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etc. -- but almost without exception they have fallen short of
expectations. This is not to say that computers are not worth
their cost -- certainly they are justified for many purposes.
But they tend to constitute a separate technology of their own.
They have been most successful in repetitive data processing
applications and sheer computing tasks. While a considerable
degree of flexibility has been achieved from the computer spe-
cialist's viewpoint -- an incredible amount of those of us who
worked on the earliest machines -- this has not extended in
sufficient measure to an ｡ ｮ ｡ ｬ ｹ ｳ ｴ Ｍ ｵ ｳ ･ ｲ ｾ
As early as 1957 or 1958, the term "automatic programming"
was coined. It was hoped that the role of the programmer could
be virtually eliminated. Today programmers constitute one of
the larger labor classes in the u.s. (Most of them are using
-the "autonatic programming" ｴ ･ ｣ ｨ ｮ ｩ ｱ ｵ ･ ｳ ｾ Ｉ A series of languages
have been developed to "make the computer more accessible to the
user". The most widely-used one is almost the oldest and cer-
tainly the least adequate -- FORTRAN. Even IBM who fathered it
has tried to disavow it -- without success. This is unquestion-
ably due to a reaction against complexity by computer users.
The U. S. government insisted on the development of COBOL for aI-I
computers it purchased, to simplify and standardize programming
and documentation. Today there are entire floors of large
buildings full of COBOL programmers.
Examples could be cited ad nauseum. One case which is
very germane to system analysis is linear programming which has
been under intense development for almost 25 years. Projects
are being started right now to "make use of LP and mathematical
programming techniques more accessible to the user". This
writer only last year completed (almost) the latest version of
a long series of "gee-whiz" systems, this one for interactive
use. Yet almost no one is using it. It is now contended that
the data management approach, which was considered a significant
improvement itself, is at the wrong level of analysis. This may
be true but the level now proposed will either have to build on
or essentially duplicate the complex system already in existence.
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This is typical of application systems and perhaps even more so
of basic software.
Certainly many talented people have devoted their efforts
to improving software, and computer science has already made
significant theoretical contributions in a number of areas. An
enormous body of literature exists on computers, computer based
applications, and algorithms of various kinds. Although of mixed
quality, much of it is in good scientific tradition. But all
this seems to help very little in data management.
Actually the physical capability for storing and processing
enormous amounts of information (or at least data) now exists
and is in use. One difficulty is that computerized data, at
least if it is to constitute information or be used to calculate
meaningful results, is in effect procreative -- and very prolific.
There is more data about data than about reality. Since the use
of data also involves concepts of some kind, the concepts them-
selves must have representations and these constitute more data.
Furthermore, the more comphrensive and powerful the concepts,
the more information is required to utilize them. A simple and
familiar example is a matrix. One can conceptualize problems in
terms of matrix algebra with relatively few symbols. But if the
concepts are to have practical application, actual arrays of
numbers must be provided and processed. These numbers come from
somewhere and must be identified. The results produced must be
related in some meaningful way to the problem, which means either
words or charts that people ca.n read.
One major reason for the resulting complexity is that almost
no simplifying or unifying concepts exist for the handling of
data itself. This writer chaired a committee that worked on this
problem for many months in the late 1950s. A recent perusal of
current literature on the subject revealed that almost no real
progress has been made since. If anything, it is more confused
than ever since a number of specialized terms have been introduced
which are only labels -- nothing follows from them. They are
much like Euclid's definitions but far less intuitive.
Computing and data processing, of course, cannot be blamed
for the complexity of modern life. It could even be argued
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convincingly that, quite the contrary of being a cause of
complexity, this technology has arisen in response to it as a
means of handling the enormous computational, record-keeping and
information requirements of the modern world. Certainly there
is no intent here of faulting the computing industry and pro-
fession which, in one generation, have achieved more than probably
any other field in the history of mankind in a similar time span.
This foreshortening of traditional growth periods is itself a
major cause of complexity since there is simply not time to sort
everything out in an orderly fashion. However, this is not unique
to the computing field. The automotive, aeronautical and radio-
television technologies, for example, developed in comparable time
spans and introduced qualitatively different aspects into human
life. But none of these require the user or consumer to interact
with the technology itself in an intimate or complicated way --
regardless of how the technology may have altered life-styles.
This is true also of the commercial applications of data pro-
cessing. The case with scientific or analytical use of computers,
however, is different. It is this area to which we will now
confine our attention.
3. Concepts vs Reality
If an intelligent but philosophically unsophisticated (un-
complicated) person were asked the difference between concepts
and reality, he would probably feel that a clear distinction
could be made. On some further reflection, he might concede
that the distinction is not, after all, absolutely clear. If I
look out the window at the landscape and the town, I feel I am
viewing reality. If now I turn back to the mathematical or pro-
gramming problem on my desk, I have an equally strong feeling of
reality about the abstract domain under contemplation. This is
a familiar experience to those of us who spend our time at mental
rather than physical tasks -- and we are now in the majority in
many areas of the world. While we certainly feel a difference
in the experience of studying and that of walking in the woods,
both are somehow real. In fact, since we probably spend more
time at a desk than in the outdoors, the latter may seem less
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real to us than the former. A common feeling two or three days
after returning from an exciting trip is that it was just a
dream.
The world of the computer has added new dimensions to this
ambiguity. Suppose a scientist needs to make certain calculations
using some well-known mathematical method a set of formulae or
an algorithm, say. It is perfectly clear to him that the situa-
tion he is modelling (whether he calls it that or not) is only
abstractly and imperfectly represented by his model that is,
the model is a concept representing""cettad.nroaspects of reality.
It is also clear that the method is a concept but a more "real"
one since its validity depends on well-established proofs and
not on any particular application or interpretation. He also
knows that the method can be (or has been) programmed and that
the computer can calculate numerical results for a number of cases
which he wants to examine. The whole set of ideas (another con-
cept) may occur to him in a flash, without any conscious separa-
tion into the above steps.
In order for this conceptual plan to become "reality", the
investigator must first reduce a number of things to writing •.
(This use of "reduce" always seems inappropriate. "Expand" is
closer to what happens.) The exact order will depend on style
but let us suppose he first writes down the general formulae.
It is most likely that he will do this in standard mathematical
notation which, however familiar, is highly abstract and con-
densed. Seeing that the method is indeed appropriate to his
conceptual model (of course, this whole scenario is grossly
oversimplified), he next writes "where:", followed by a string
of argument, set, and parameter definitions. It is at this point
that implementation difficulties begin to appear.
4. Representations
For the present, let us assume that our user's method has
indeed been programmed for the computer and that the mathematical
formulae are effectively built into the routines, and hence
require no explicit specification. Later, we must consider the
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more important case where this assumption is not completely true.
With the above assumption, then, our user need not do any
actual computer programming. However, the full assumption only
makes sense in the event that the method is quite general and
the expense of developing a general application system C'package II)
could be justified on the basis of a large number of expected
users. Thus we are not considering the case where standard sub-
routines for trig functions, or Bessel functions, or something
similar, are available. In such a case the user would still have
to do computer programming. The assumption implies that, at the
most, the user might have to write a simple and stereotyped
control program to define array sizes and source files.
Now it is clear that any method will require input data and
must produce some form of output. Let us further assume that
output is standardized and requires at most some simple input
parameter to specify frequency of output or perhaps one or more
of several predefined formats. Then we can concentrate on in-
put data.
The first question our user encounters is what "language"
he should use in specifying sets, arguments, parameters and,
perhaps, source data. This may be further complicated if
lIidentifiers" for variables are required, which may be necessary
to identify output, for example, or simply due to system con-
ventions. In any event, some sort of translation and trans-
cription from the user's natural mode of definition to the
system's conventions will be required. The designer of the
system, no matter how competent and familiar with the application
area, had to establish conventions; these were probably adapted
from the notation of some leading authority in the field, modified
for limitations inherent in machine-readable character sets.
If one writes
n
Lj=1 a. ·x. < b.1.J J - 1.
i £. {1 , ••• ,m} (1)
anyone with modest mathematical training will understand what it
signifies, assuming the context has been made clear. This writer,
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on seeing the above notation, would assume it had something to
do with a linear programming model, which might not be so. But
assume it is. With only minor variations, it could represent
the constraints in any LP model. It is nothing but, the classi-
cal statement of LP constraints according to one school of
writers. As a representation, the most it represents is a part
of a methodological concept, an abstract notation of an abstract
idea. Outside of a mathematical text or statement of method, it
represents nothing at all, even if transliterated to "computerese".
To further clarify this important point, consider actual
numerical data. We will ignore problems of format; it is suf-
ficient, for example, to assume that everyone knows and accepts
FORTRAN conventions. Suppose one has an array of numbers" for
example:
2.13
Ｍ Ｐ ｾ Ｑ Ｕ
1.00
0.85
-1.25
1. 01 (2)
What do they mean? We can II read" them, of course, and so, in
essence, can the computer. Before that is really possible,
though, a convention must be established as to whether they are
presented by row or column, and what the index limits are, since
the computer really gets them in a linear string. Assuming all
this has been conventionalized and specified, the above array
is still just six numbers. We feel that there is a "reality"
to actual numbers but, in fact, (2) is no more meaningful than
(1). The array (2) could be an instance of any 2 x 3 table or
matrix.
Thus the meaninglessness of representations is inherent
whether it occurs for very general, abstract concepts, or very
specific, "real" values. There is a gulf between a representation
and what it signifies which cannot be bridged in a mechanical or
automatic way. The nearest approach to such a connection is a
widely accepted convention and perhaps a procedure. Thus, (1)
is given meaning by mathematical training and made II real" by a
system of computational routines; (2) is given structural
Method
Theory
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meaning by a set of conventions and input routines, and given
specific meaning by what a user construes the values to mean.
5. Some Definitions
Even the above more-or-less obvious comments do not indicate
the full degree of ambiguity in representations or the complexity
it creates. In order to discuss this further in a meaningful way,
a few precise definitions are required. They are, to some extent,
arbitrary but, since universally accepted definitions do not
exist, hopefully no harm is done by using common words as labels
for specific meanings included in their general senses.
Concept A mathematical or mathematical-like mental formu-
lation of considerable generality but specific
enough to be articulated in a way readily under-
stood by a knowledgeable group of people.
Example: "We can treat this class of models as
mathematical programming problems with a quadratic
functional and linear constraints."
A carefully formulated and formally proved set of
mathematical or logical concepts which can be
applied to any problem which meets or can be con-
strued to meet the stated formulation, assumptions
and conditions. Essentially a set of theorems and
hypotheses. Examples: "The Theory of Groups",
"Standard Statistical Methods,", "Integer Program-
ming"i also applied to the specific theory --
possibly hybrid on which a method or set of
related methods is based. Not to be construed so
broadly as, for example, the Theory of Electro-
dynamics.
A procedure widely known, at least in its basic
form, for a particular type of problem, usually
one which is commonly programmed for computers.
Examples: "The method of Least Squares", "The
Simplex Method", also applied to concepts of
computer science, e.g., "the method of inverted
-13-
files," "compilation methods".
Algorithm A method which is either inherently iterative and
terminates by convergence, such as one employing
some variant of Newton's method, or which is commonly
implemented by a procedure involving (even theo-
retically) a finite or fixed number of steps which,
however, cannot be prespecified in detail.
Application System An elaborate and coordinated set of
computer programs which carry out a method or a
set of related methods of a theory, plus providing
some degree of data management, control, and report
writing capability, sometimes extensive.
Package Similar to an application system but more loosely
connected. Essentially a related set of individual
programs which may require some additional program-
ming in order to utilize them in a particular
situation.
Interactive System Either a basic hardware/software system
designed for interactive use from terminals (then
better called an interactive environment), or an
application system implemented in such an environ-
ment. In contradistinction to batch processing
or applications implemented for batch processing.
(Mathematical) Model Here restricted to mean a specific
application of a theory for which a computer-
implemented method or related set of methods
exists, or can be created using known technology.
See further in next section.
Reality That part of a real-world situation which is
abstracted for study using a model.
Further definitions must be postponed until certain notions
already introduced are clarified.
6. Regarding Mathematical Models
The term model, even when restricted to mathematical models,
is commonly applied in different senses which, though related,
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involve different viewpoints and techniques. One cause of
confusion and complexity is that these different senses cannot
be put into either a strict hierarchical classification or a
fUlly ordered time sequence. This has almost nothing to do
with the nature of the reality under study but is characteristic
of the modelling techniques themselves. Since the purpose of a
model is almost always to study complicated reality, it is essen-
tial to bring as much order and clarity as possible into the
modelling methodology. Otherwise, complexity is compounded and
the resulting confusion tends to nullify the effectiveness of
the whole effort.
Even though modelling methodology cannot be· put into a neat
hierarchical tree or time ordered sequence, some broad aspects
can be quickly recognized and certain precedence relations are
obvious. We will begin by cutting away those parts which have
only peripheral relevance to the present discussion.
First, an important and comprehensive project of system
analysis would very likely require more than one form of model,
even though one might be central to the overall approach. We
will assume that distinctly different types of models can be
and have been segregated in the initial project planning. This
is not to deny that overall integration into a system of models
may be desirable or necessary at a later stage. However, the
ease and effectiveness of this will depend in large part on the
quality and operability of the separate models, and how well they
can be interfaced. This last consideration is best served by
standardizing implementation techniques and data conventions as
much as possible, rather than by attempting to combine two dis-
'parate methods or theories from the outset. Clearly, mature
judgement will have to be applied to this matter in individual
cases but, at least for the present, it is assumed that the
modelling scheme is manageable in a practical sense within a
fairly well defined and proven theory, which may have to be
extended somewhat in the modelling process itself.
In connection with the preceding paragraph, those who must
explain the methodology used to the client or other important
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outsiders, sometimes refer to the entire project as "use of a
mathematical model". This gross oversimplification is apparently
deemed necessary to remain meaningful in "high-level discussions".
Whatever virtue it may have for presentation purposes, this grand
view is only a hindrance in trying to analyse complexity and the
difficulties of applying modelling techniques. We will have no
occasion in the sequel to construe a model in so gross a sense.
Second, those concerned with developing theory, methods, and
even application systems, tend to speak of the model. By this
they really mean the theory with its abstract formulation and
mathematical notation. This viewpoint is, of course, highly use-
ful in conceptualizing but only of value as reference material
in an actual application.
Thirdly, a model is regarded as an abstract, i.e. symbolic,
formulation of reality (already an abstraction). At this point,
we must regard the use of the word as legitimate, even though
this form of a model is a far step from actual realization of
results. This process of formulation has value in itself in
clarifying the scope, resolution (resolving power) and relevance
of the approach; in determining what classes of data are required;
and in indicating the range of cases or parameter studies which
the overall goals demand (e.g., for options and confidence levels).
Hence, this abstract formulation is in a real sense a model.
The confusion begins in moving to the next stage. Formu-
lation is a task involving discussion, study, and paper and
pencil in short, strictly human functions. The symbology thus
evolved could, it is true, be transcribed into machine readable
form and treated as an abstract definition of the model for the
·computer, i.e. the application system. This has not been the
approach in past technology but is now being considered. Before
attempting to assess whether this has any meaning, let us complete
the list of requirements for the model as a whole.
The next stage may be termed implementation of the model.
At the moment, we are concerned with data but the same term will
also be used in a similar sense with regard to method, meaning
creation of usable computer routines or an application system,
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when this is called for. (There are, in fact, several aspects
to the implementation of a model and it is here that confusion
can easily arise.) The following tasks must be performed in
one way or another, just for data, assuming the method has been
implemented.
(1) Source data must be collected or located and identified.
This may require auxiliary projects of several possible kinds.
We will assume here that basic source data has been brought to
the stage of computer readable format with both numerical or
symbolic values and all required identifying labels, indices or
whatever. There is no intent to minimize the possible difficulty
of this part of the project -- which may in fact be the hardest
but data collection is a separate methodology in its own right.
If the pertinent data already exists in an accessible data bank,
then, of course, data processing techniques can be applied to
obtain it. It should be pointed out, however, that in many cases,
at least some data must be available before the process of formu-
lation can be completed. Thus there may be an iterative nature
even to data collection.
(2) Source data must be checked and validated in most cases.
When "clean" source files are at hand, it will probably be neces-
sary to further process them into forms suitable for the main
model. This may require reformatting, aggregating, various kinds
of computing, or even implementing preliminary models. Only after
all this is done can it be claimed that data for the model is
available. Note that the final form depends on existing or plan-
ned conventions for input formats to the application system to be
used. Hence there may be another time dependency between data
preparation and method implementation.
(3) The data must be "input to the model", possibly specialized
by case. Here we encounter a confusion not merely of terminology
but of concept. What is the "model"?
The question above brings us to the heart of the subject.
under discussion. Actually, there are two parts to it. We as-
sumed that the method had been implemented, or would be as a
project task. In fact, both data and method may involve several
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cases so that there is a control problem as well. This requires
human interaction and hence an interactive system seems most
suitable for modelling activities. (An exception would occur
when the main computations involve a series of long, runs with
clearly specified parameters. However, this would seem to be
less and less likely as the realities modelled become more
complex, especially with the tremendous speed of current large
computers.)
7. What is a Model?
After eliminating peripheral senses and assuming away the
difficulties of data collection and preparation, we are still
left with considerable ambiguity as to what constitutes a model.
We will illustrate this with a series of questions which, admit-
tedly, are straw men.
(a) If the initial formulation of the reality under study is
the model, then what is its representation, where does it
exist, and how shall we regard the data prepared for it?
(b) If the methods specialized to the formulation constitute
the model, where do these definitions reside, and how are
they given meaning? Or must each model have its own ap-
plication system or package?
(c) If a model can be considered implemented only after usable
data is available, then is its representation and structure
a part of the model; if the data exists in separate files,
how shall we regard other uses of the same data?
(d) If the model can only be regarded as a dynamic entity re-
quiring human interaction and monitoring, then is it any-
thing more than a set of machinery which humans operate?
If so, then is each instance of use a separate model?
(e) If the modelling scheme is itself a kind of grand iterative
process, then does the model ever have a distinct existence?
(f) If any of the viewpoints implied by (a) to (e) are adopted,
does it make any sense to talk about the reusability or
transferability of the model?
Even though these questions are loaded, they do bring out the
necessity for clarity in ideas and unambiguous definitions.
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To this end, we begin with the following.
Conceptual Model The initial written formulation which defines
the abstract reality to be studied, the form of model to
be used (in terms of theory and method), and the notation
which will be used to relate the components of reality to
the theory and method. This conceptual model is then the
primary reference document with respect to implementation
of method. The notation used (after preliminary explana-
tions) should be suitable for computerized referents.
However, the conceptual model is strictly a product of
human analysis and intended for human use. Any computer-
ization would only be in the nature of a librarying
service.
Source Directory A written document which defines the source,
nature, and preprocessing if any, of the data implied by
the conceptual model, together with the notation which
refers to the final form. This notation must be either
identical to or a consistent expansion of that used in the
conceptual model. Otherwise, a source directory can have
the most varied forms, as required, and may even imply,
specify, or reference auxiliary or related projects which
furnish data. The source directory is then the primary
reference document with respect to implementation of (or
possibly merely accessing) data files. It is not itself
computerized (except perhaps in the sense of librarying)
but defines most of the notation for data in actual
computerization.
Model Vehicle The computer system to be used (or the relevant
part), including hardware, basic software, and, when appro-
priate, an existing application system. (Conceivably more
than one application system might be used. Usually, however,
this will lead to interfacing problems.) If an application
system must be created or extended, this is also part of the
vehicle. However, special files, control programs, etc.
created for the project using an existing system are not
part of the vehicle. Network facilities might be included.
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Structural Model A second conceptualization, completely divorced
from reality, and referring explicitly to computerization.
It is defined by a written document, which in turn prescribes
the vehicle, and in which symbolic charts, diagrams and
tables are .used freely. The methods and notations defined
by the conceptual model, the data to be made available as
described in the source directory, and the known or defined
characteristics of the vehicle, are taken to be reality.
The (definition of the) structural model is essentially the
overall design of the operational model (defined below) •
In the event that new methods must be implemented, this
should be spelled out here too, or else reference made to
detailed specifications for the necessary programs.
Note: Software has long existed for computer-produced
charts and explanatory text such as might be used in defin-
ing the structural model. However, this is only a special-
ized form of librarying and not actual computerization.
Similar but much more elaborate software for such uses as
architectural and engineering design also exists and, in
I
this context, is actual computerization. We will assume
that the structural model document is written or drawn by
people but it is quite possible that output from standard
software may be included in the final version, if only for
illustration.
Operational Model The fleshed-out, computerized realization of
the schema implied by the structural model, checked out and
ready for use, and supported by detailed user documentation.
It is clear that there is a large gap between the definitions
of structural and operational models, but at least we now know
where to concentrate our attention. Also, we need not ask any
more silly questions about what a model is. However the opera-
tional model is used, it presumably produces results meaningful
to the original formulator of the conceptual model. Whether or
not "the model" is reusable or transferrable is a moot question.
J
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(This writer's opinion is that usually it is not but substantial
parts may be).
Note that all the above definitions are perfectly general
and could apply to any modelling project for which computer
methods are to be used. In effect, they constitute part of a
general management plan. The gap is filled by construction of
the operational model and here it is much harder to be general.
We discuss this in the next section.
8. Construction of the Operational Model.
Assuming the expected competence in formulating the concep-
tual model, in defining the source directory and carrying out
its tasks, and in obtaining necessary results from the operational
model and making valid judgements about them, then the construction
phase is the keystone to the whole modelling process. This actually
begins with definition of the structural model but this should not
be done in too great detail. One needs to get a comprehensible
overview of just how the whole operational model will work in
principle, what facilities will be required, and what time and
cost factors can be expected. This clearly requires the effort
of a system analyst with close coordination with the formulator
and the data specialists. The role of the system analyst here is
comparable to that of an architect working with the client. Once
the outline is drawn, however, the detailed design should be left
to the expertise of the system analyst.
Now it is just here that the evolution of general-purpose
application systems has run into difficulty. The designer of such
a system does not have ｾ client, or at best he has a very few at
the time, but is trying to design for any of a large number of
hoped-for users. A method of considerable difficulty creates
plenty of design problems with respect to computational organi-
zation and efficiency, handling of a number of possibly large
files, staying within the physical or administratively-dictated
limits of the operating system, etc. etc. It is enough to handle
all this within the extent of one theory and its method or methods.
Hence these systems are inherently somewhat specialized.
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Consequently, it is not surprising that systems for different
theories, or even different systems for the same general area,
are not alike and largely incompatible.
Furthermore, it is only after considerable experience with
a system -- after other users with different viewpoints have
tried to use it -- that flaws in the design begin to be manifest.
This is especially true with respect to the degree of human inter-
action desired and the depth to which this must go. In the early
stages of evolution of a type of system, users are glad to get
anything that does a complicated job with reasonable efficiency.
Once people are accustomed to a capability, however, they then
begin to think more generally and may need additional flexibility
which is completely incompatible with the original design and of
which the designer was never aware (in fact, neither was the
early user).
The very considerable capabilities available today would not
exist if designers had not made arbitrary decisions. (This holds
also for basic software produced by the manufacturers but it
doesn't seem to bother people so much any more. "That's just the
way computers work." However, individual attempts at replacing
basic software are not too successful either and create even
greater problems of noncompatibility.) Moreover, the operational
control mechanisms that have evolved or been superimposed on
systems are actually quite usable today and not a major cause of
complaint. The case with data definitions and management, and
with algorithm implementation structures, is different. Arbirtary
representations and implied meanings have caused confusion and
consternation to many users.
Nothing much can be done about all this with respect to
existing systems. One must simply evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of using them. If they provide highly-developed
and thoroughly proven computational subsystems, this advantage
cannot be lightly ignored. The cost of bringing an important
application system to such a state is incredibly high. (The
money spent on current LP systems, for example, has run into
many millions of dollars.) Nor are they easily separated, modi-
fied, or extended. {Work is underway now on an LP system which
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it is hoped will have this sort of flexibility, but it must
still be regarded as experimental.) Packages exist for a
number of methods but these provide mostly the basic computa-
tional subroutines. Other systems display characteristics
similar to the LP systems.
Another important consideration to be taken into account
in the detailed design of the operational model is efficiency.
In the past, many people have pooh-poohed the question of
efficiency, claiming that ｰ ･ ｯ ｰ ｾ ･ Ｍ ｴ ｩ ｭ ･ is more valuable than
machine time. This is simply not true. Again, LP provides a
good illustration. After the first few years, a fairly reason-
able scheme of referents evolved and was generally adopted
(LP/90, ca 1960) and then expanded in MPS/360 (ca 1964) which
is the basic standard today. However, this form of input is
very tedious and is not generalizable. Various data management
schemes have been added, none of which have been fully satis-
factory or generally accepted. Some of these are quite general
in nature but, almost without exception, they are complicated.
Efficiency varies; considerable inefficiency can, in fact, be
tolerated to gain generality but there are fairly small factors
beyond which people are unwilling to pay the cost in processing
time. A factor of 4 is probably the maximum, no matter how good
the language is. A general language can easily require ten times
as much processing time as a simple, stereotyped, linear input
stream. Hence, system designers have become wary of generaliza-
tions, at least if their product must sell.
Consequently, the detailed design and construction of the
operational model for an elaborate modelling project requires l
-in itself, exercise of expert judgement and making of difficult
decisions. If at all feasible and reasonable, cost should not
be allowed to be the dominant factor here. The effort and money
expended on the other parts of the project are substantial. An
operational model which inhibits full investigation of the
reality under study, due to inflexibility, unreliability or in-
efficiency, is much more costly in the long run than additional
effort in design and construction.
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These things are much easier to say than to do. There is
evidently no substitute for an experienced team who have worked
together over a considerable period and have developed their
own jargon, techniques and system componentry. To the extent
that this is incompatible with IIASA's structure and goals,
serious thought must be given to what constitutes a meaningful
substitute. No amount of theory, documentation, or external
collaboration can quite take the place of experienced teamwork.
The benefits to be realized from truly effective, flexible
and easily controlled operational models would surely merit a
substantial effort to achieve them. The important complexities
of reality could then be studied effectively which is what system
analysis is all about.
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APPENDICES
The following pages starting with 1-3 are reproduced from
parts of the following document:
SESAME ｾｾｔｈｅｍａｔｉｃａｌ PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
DATAMAT REFERENCE MANUAL (Third Edition)
Computer Research Center for Economics and Management Science
National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. D0087 July 1975.
(This document is copyrighted 1975 by NBER.)
This writer developed both the SESAME system, with collab-
oration by William D. Northup and Michael J. Harrison, and its
DATAMAT extension, at NBER. The main SESAME system is fully
operational and thoroughly tested. The ｄ ａ ｔ ｾ ｾ ｔ extension is
still experimental and not quite complete (particularly the
report-writing facility). The system is available to IIASA at
the CNUCE center in Pisa, Italy, and we have an account there
which can be accessed via remote terminal.
Pages 1-3 to 1-18 are taken from Part I of the document,
prepared by Robert Fourer who has been in charge of documentation
and testing. It shows how two LP models are handled with DATAMAT.
The "Appendix Overview", pages A-1 to A-26 (out of 34) was
written by the present writer towards the end of 1974. It gives
additional viewpoints on the problem of representations and
discusses most of the "verbs" available in DATAMAT. The report-
writing verbs (not complete) and several utility verbs are not
included in the part reproduced.
The discussions in these pages further amplify the complexity
of practical applications of modelling techniques. Although
ｄ ａ ｔ ｎ ｾ ｔ is certainly not the only approach (or even the most
common one) to data management, it is the outgrowth of several
development efforts which started as early as 1958-60 and is a
direct descendent of elaborate systems developed from about
1965-6. Much of its design was dictated by a large commercial
user who studied the problems in depth over a period of some
1-2
years. Hence it warrants more than a cursory appraisal.
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D(/I}lPLE 1. t\ sn'1PLE ａｓｓｉｇＱｾＧｩＺＧＱｉｔ PROBLIl1
Ten \-JC2T.en each rate ten men on a scale fran 0 to 10. They are to
be paired into ten couples in the best possibly \.yay - that is, to maxi-
mize the sum of tr;e ratings ass.ociated with t"le pd.iringS. ;·bre formally,
let a . . be the rating given by \oJCm3I1 i to man j, end let variable x • . be
ｾ ｊ ｾ ｊ
1 if i is paired wi.th j, and zerQ othe...rwi.se. An opti.m3.l pairing is then
determined by the follO\.n.ng linear program:
maximize . E.E. a • .:1: ••
ｾ J ｾＬＱ ｾｊ
subject to I:- x .. = 1 j = 1, ... , 10ｾ l"J
E • x .. = 1 i = 1, ... , 10J ｾｊ
The first set of constI'aints specifies that 83.,::h \JCrnal1 is p:li..'"'ed \-.ith onl:,
one nan, the second that each man is paired with only one '..:anan. 'I'l1e simple
structure of the problem ･ ｮ ｳ ｵ ｲ ･ ｾ that in any basic solution every variable
:c • • will have the value a or 1.1,J
Figure 1 shows a SESPJ1E/DATPl-1AT session in which t[iis problem is ron:tU-
1ated and solved. Input typed at the teminal is prii,ted i.'rl lower case
letters, \olhile outp'.lt from the system appears in capitals. Gn£ter-t"P.an
signs (» on ii"1pUt lir.es are prompts from DA'Il-l1AT.
After SESAL'1E is invoked and DAT.A.J'1AT is called, a TABLE verb (1) is
used to create a table that holds the matrix [a • .J of ratings. Each 1"DW
ｾｊ
is labelled t.n.th a weman' s na'T.e, eac.'1 column Hith a l112J1' S ｾ Subsequeni::ly,
an ENFlLE verb (2) stopes the table en a perm."'..nent files (fran w1:1ich it C2..'rl
be recalled if it is needed aga.in), CLid a ｄｉｾＩｐｌａｙ verb prints the table's
contents for inspection.
Generaticn of an LP m:xlel for the pr'Obl:::m. begins ',:ith the ver'n ｈ ﾣ ｾ ﾷ ｩ ｉ Ｇ ｾ ｃ Ｑ ｊ ｦ Ｎ Ｚ ｌ
(4). The rows of the model are defined with t...... r-ee ROH COi'Iff.:mds (5-7), vmich
also implicitly define the colt.a."Tnns. The objective row (5) is named C3J; "the
rows that lirnit each ｾ ｮ Ｑ ｅ ｉ ｬ to one man (6) are narr:ed ｾ ､ th the \o,Dm2.'"l' s na;ne3;
and the IUdS that constrain. the men (7) are given the mEn's r£imes. 7hc
collI1ThlS fOl" ｴ ｬ ｾ ･ \'l:ri["l.)les ｾ Ｍ Ｚ ［ Ｎ ｾ Ｇ ｩ Ｒ ｉ ｾ ｮ ｾ Ｍ Ｚ Ｑ Ａ Ｂ Ｎ ･ ､ ｢ ｹ ｾ ｃ ｾ Ｚ Ｑ Ｚ ｃ Ｓ ｴ ﾷ ｾ ﾷ ﾷ ｾ ｨ Ｎ ｾ ｴ Ｎ ｾ ｔ Ｚ ｓ t.1::. ｦｩｾｳｾ ＺＮＺＺＮＬＮｾＮｾＮＬ ｊｾＺＭＮＺｾ｡ｲＬＭＧＺｾ
"".. .
of ｴ ｬ ｆ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｚ ［ Ｚ Ａ ｊ Ｑ Ｑ ･ Ｎ ｩ 1 t 3 ｔＧｾＺｉＺｾＲ［Ｍｾ ;·"i r11 ＢｾｊＧＱＧＲ :..7 ＺｾＮＱﾷｾＺＧ［ｌ ｦｃＧｕｬＮｾ ｬ･ﾷｌｾｴｻ［ＬＬＺＬＬ｣Ｎ of ti Ｇ ｾ ｇ ]};;.rl ｾ 2 ｲＮＲＺｮﾣｾｳＮ ＨｲｬｬＧｾＧ［ｾｾ
': .-
.{il (:' \ＮＺｾ
........' ＱｾＭＧＢ .
［ｾｾ .. ; f" ,'"
Figure 1. A SESAME/DATAMAT session that generates and solves a simple assignment problem (&ample 1).
sesame
SESAME VIJ.2
. SESAI-'E COMMAND I call datamat
ALL FI LF.S ALREADY CLOSED
CORE ｾＧｩａｓ NOT SET UP
)0 ｴ ｾ ［ ｢ ｬ Ｂ Ｌ Q 1 ratlngs .. btll, John, egbert, cuthb4!rt, joe, gaston,
)0 chauncey, clyde, newt, waldo
)0 ;u();} '" 9,6.3,0,2,8,7,4.1,5
)0 ｾ ｾ ｲ ｹ ｾ 3,7,8,2,L,O,5,4,O,6
> chlc" a: -1.2, 1,6,0,1;.3,9,7,5
)0 ｢ ｾ ｵ ｌ Ｑ ｨ = 6,3,5.7,Y,O,I,4,2,8
> ｰｨ｣ｾｾ･ • 7.5,6,9,1,0,3,0,2,4
:> ｯ｣ｴＧｾＺＧＮＧＡ｡Ｍ］ 1,10,0,<1,5.3,6,'-',2.7
)0 !,:: : "t = 6, a, 10. Y, 4,3,5, I ,7,2
:> ;}rtie ｾ Ｗ Ｎ ｂ Ｌ Ｔ Ｌ Ｓ Ｌ Ｒ Ｌ Ｖ Ｌ ｉ ｾ ｹ Ｌ Ｕ Ｎ Ｐ
> ｣ｬｾ .• 3,9,4,2.5,6.7,0.8.1
> ｭＬＮｾﾷＬﾷＡ = ｾﾷＮＳＬＱＬｩＮＳＬＺｊＬＴＬＲＬＷＮＶＮＵ
(I) create table of preferences
)0
)0 entjta table 85 Q1ratlngs (2) save table just created
ｾ
'1 ABLES ENF I LED I+:'
> <1ls;!;JY 91retln9s (3) print contents ot table
G:RATl/;0S .. BILL , JOliN EGBERT CUTHBERT, JOE GASTON CHAUNCEY, CLYDE, , , , ,NEWT , WALDO
J ..·.·L: .. 9.0000000, 6.0000000, 3.0000000, . 2.0000000• 8.0000000, 7.0000000, 4.0000000,,
1.0000000, 5.0000000
1r.J.:'Y .. 3.0000000, 7.0000000, a.oooooOO. 2.0000000, 1.0000000, . , 5.0000000, 4.0000000,
. , 6.0000000
CHLoE • 4.0000000, 2.0000COO, 1.0000000, 6.0000000, . 8.0000000, 3.0000000, 9.0000000,,
7.0000000, 5.0000c.oO
ｂ ｬ Ｚ ｾ ｌ ａ ｦ ｩ .. 6.fJOOOWO, J. ｬ Ｑ Ｇ Ｚ ＾ ｾ Ｇ Ｑ ｃ >JO. 5.0000000, 7.0000000, 9.0000000, . , 1.0000000, 4.COOOOOO,
2.0000000, 8. COOCOOO
ｐＺｾ［ＧｕＩｅ • 7 • 0000000 , 5.0000000, 6.0000000, 9.0000000, 1.0000000, 6.0000000, J.OOOooOO,
2.00COOOO, ".OOOO:jOO
l.lC:AVIA .. I .00000(;0. 10. OLl Il:XJ0 , 6.0000000, 4.0000000, 5.0000000, 3.0000000, 6.0000000, 9.0000000,
2. OOOOL'QO, 7.0000O::J0
ｊ Ｈ ｾ ［ Ｎ Ａ F.:T .. o • ＨＩｏｕＨｪ｛ＧｾｩｏＬ s.our;[,;C!Otl, 10.000000, 9.0000000, ｾ Ｎ 0000:)00, 3.00000ClO, 5.0COOOoo, 1. acoeoeo,
7.0000000, 2.0000000
lo\YhfLE • 7.0000000, 8.0000000, 4.0000000, 3.0000000, 2.0000000, 6.0000000, 1.0000000, 9.0000000,
·5.0000000, .
OLGA • 3.0000000. 9. OCr 00000 , 4.0000000, 2.0000000, 5.0000000, 6.0000000, 7.0000COO,
8.0000000, I .OOO,JOOO
/liftHEL • 9.0000000, 3.0000000, 1.0000000, 6.0000000, . , 4.0000000, 2.0000000, 7.0000000,
6.0000000. 5.0000000
> newmodel
> row obJ, CmaskCQlrotlnQsC!2,O),'****OOOO'» &
(C) glratIngs(O,II) • g'ratIngsCI2,!I)
> row q l ratlnQs(!I,O) <eqlype>, CmaskCglratlngsC!I,O),'****OCOO'»
(C) Q1ratlngsCO,12) a I
> row gsrat1ngsCO,II) <eqtype>,CmaskCQ'rallngs(!2,O),'****00OO'»
CC) g.ratlngS(O,II) • I
> rhs rhs, glratln1S(!I,O) • I, glratlngs(O,!I) • I
> ｾｮｴｬｬ･ model as paIrIngs
(4) start defining new model
(5) def1ne obJect1ve ｲ ｯ ｾ
& (6) define rows forcing I match pp.r woman
& (7) def1ne rows forcing I match per man
(8) detine rIght-hand side vector
(9) store model on model tile
ｒ Ｈ ｭ ｾ ＾
2.•
)0 qul t.
COLUMNS RHS
1CO I
RANGES
o
BOUNDS
o
GU8-S
o
STR CUEFSIOENSITY INDIRECT
291 .13857143 0 (10) leave DATAMAT
ｔｅｩ＿ｾｬｉ［ＬＬ｜ｔｬｎｇ DAHMAT, RETURN TO SESAME
CUlT ｾ
ｓｴＺｓＬＧＺｾ［ﾷＮ COM'IANOI call setup max Smodel"'pair 1n95
ｓｅｓａｉＬＢＺｾ ｃｮｾＺＧ［ａｎｄＧ call iterate $obj-obJ srhs-rhs $flog-0 Sflnvert"200
!-'El\S ｾ ..,1..E SoLUTION
OPTIi.!M_ SOLUTION
SES!\i':, COIIJUNDI call solution Inlgls • obJ $ active
SOLU1:GN
OPTIMAL SOLUTION AT . ITERATION NUMDER 43
(II) Set model up
(2) solve model
(13) display solution
ｾ
I
en
•••JlAME•••
ｆ ｕ ｾ ｔ ｬ ｏ ｎ ａ ｌ
RESTRAHITS
rw;o::.i :.. :'i··T ION
• •• ACTIVITY •••
85.000000
DEFIMEO AS
UBJ
RHS
ｎＧｊｍｲ［ＧＺＮＺｾ ••• ROW.. AT
: 06J BS
ｃＨＩｌｕＮＬＧＮ［［ｾｾ SECTHW
••• ACTIVITY·••• SLACK ACTIVITY •• LOWER LIMIT. ..UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVlTY
85.0UOOOO -85.000000 NONE NONE -1 .0000000
NU,!,4:.:::r/
JI
.)7
..L-i
Ｕｾ
C5
.., ..
. "
oJ ｾ
y ｉｬＧｾ
;.:. .:.
ｾ {O
I t 3
• COLUMN AT
MABEiJILL OS
OCTAJOHN BS
ｊｾｌＱｅｇｂｅ as
Pf!OECIJni flS
ｾｾＺＺｕｌｭｅ as
Cf-;Ul3A5T as
JIIJIECH.W os
;r,'IlTCL'{D f-JS
OLOAN.El'Il' as
IolARYI1ALD as
•••ACTIVITY •••
1.0000Doo
I • ｏｏｃＮｾＩｏｏｏ
1.0000000
I. OOC',(JOOO
1.000000'.)
I.()'.)CJJOO
ｉ Ｎ ｃ ｃ ｃ ｾ ｾ ｘ ｊ ｏ
! • ＱＩｾｾＢＧＱＧｪｴＧｲＨｲｊ
1• 0 CK"J')Ou
1.0000000
•• INPUT CDST••
9.0000000
10.000000
10.OOOOCO
9.0000000
9.CC,';100Q
6.00C-.;GtYJ
7.l)O'J(:Oc.1Q
9. ｕ Ｚ Ｉ Ｚ ｾ ｦ ｾ ｪ ｬ ［ ､
B. CJO(lOOOO
6.0COGOOO
..LUWER UMIT. • • UPPERL l/41T•
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
:·a) ?'f':
tmm:
r·HH:E
N()Ni:
NONE
NoHE
• REDUCED CUST•
ｮＺｾｌﾷＮＺ COH,\!!I.t4r;i . ,.
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The special expressions !1 and !2 create implicit loops trrrough all rows
or columns. of t:he table. Expressions of the fu.:."TIl
G: RATINGS ( !n, 0)
loop through all w'ornen Ts names in the table; ones of the f ann
ｇ Ｚ ｒ ａ ｔ ｮ ｾ ｓ Ｈ ｏ Ｌ !1t)
loop through all men Ts names; and the expression in (5):
G:RATINGS(!I,!2)
loops through all the numeric3.l elements of the table, ! 1 creating an
outeI' loop Qver the rows and ! 2 creating an inner loop over the COh.l!IU1S.
A right-hand side vector, named Rl-[S, is next defined by use of an
RHS verb (8), and the model is complete. It is stored on a permanent
m:xlel file with tho;: ENFILE verb (9), and the QUIT verb (10) ret."UT'I1s
cont.n>l to the main SESAi'1E eJwironment.
It is now a straightfot'{ard task to set the ｭ ｾ ･ ｬ up (11), solve
it (12), and display the active variables (13). From the variables'
names the actual pairings are easily deduced.
EXAMPLE 2. A GENEP./ili TInur-OUTPUT MODEL
Ca) The problem
An econany ccmprises a variety of industries, each rranufacturing a
particular p!":Jduct. Production is to be modeled over a nUIT'ber of time
periods, subj ect to the following constraints:
There is an initial stock of each pr'C.'duct. Stocks may
be built up or run down in subsequent p€r·icvjs.
Each industry requires ce.rtaiI1 fixed amO'.;Ilts of va·ious
inputs fer each unit of i t5 product r:'dJ1uIactur·..:::d. The
inputs are of tv.o sorts: er.dogenouc .inP'..lts t,Tilich are
pnx:lucts of induET.01.es in the econcrny, a'"',d exogenous
inputs v:1:ose ｓｕｐｬＭｾ -t.'2S are postulated (lalor, for instance).
Each ir-J:t2stry ha.:: '::'-'1 iJ1itii'l1 C2.p2cit:,r. C::.pa.cities [,t::.)' he
ｩ ｮ ｣ ｾ Ｂ ｾ ｾ Ｍ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ ｲ Ｎ Ｇ ｾ ｌ ［ Ｎ ｬ ｾ ｾ ［ ｾ .. Ｇ ｾ Ｂ Ｌ ［ ｾ Ｚ Ｍ Ｇ Ｚ Ｚ ｾ Ｂ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ ｬ Ｚ ｜ ｾ Ｚ ｾ Ｂ ｪ .L;\ ＺＮｔ［ｾ［ＮＺ｟Ｎ ｾｾＬＺＬＬＺ｟ｾＮ｟［｟Ｚ ｾ ［Ｇｾｬｾｾ｟［ ＺＺ［Ｎ｟ｾ ':,c:::":::l
cap-3L:l.::y .''':1y •.en: 1.,_. ｵｳｾ､ ｾＮｌＮＮｬｾ t.;'';; ..L'_' ｾ｜｟ ) :'\'.,_ ._ ＧｾＮ
ａｲｬｅｩｬ｣［ﾷｽＢＺｵｾｾＮｬｹ to ｐ ｬ ｜ ﾷ ｸ ｾ Ｇ ｟ Ｚ ｣ ﾷ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｌ E2pch ｩｲＱ､ＧＧＧＺＳＧｾＧＺｙ ＺＺＧＭＢＭＺＺＱｾＮＱｩＮｲｰＧ･ｳ :::2.:ctci21
ｦｩｾＺｾＮｪ ｾｪＺｲｲＩＧｊＱｲ［ＺＵ of '/0:31-·icus irlpU·ts - ｣ｾｲｋｬ｣ｧ･ｮﾷＺＩﾷｴＮｬｳ aT.ll ｣ Ｇ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ Ｇ ｊ ｧ Ｘ ｮ ｣ Ｚ ｵ ｳ -
for ｣ ﾷ Ｚ ｾ ｣ ｨ 'J11it of inc!:''€ase in Cf..l.pa.city.
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There is an initi::.1 supply of each exogenous iI1PUt; the
supply increa.ses by a fixed pe..Y\::entage in each subsequent
period.
Each irdustry must satisfy an exogenous dt?Jl'.ai1d for its
product in each period. There is an initial eAogenous
demand for ea.ch pr':duct, and this de!rBnd increases by a
fixed percentage in each subsequent perico.
'The objective is to maximize the total production of one particular activity
over all periods.
To express the prob1en as a linear program, it must first be converted
to a JIm'e precise notation. Let T be the number of periods, n the n1.D11ber
of industries, and nthe number of exogenous inputs. The variables may
then be specified as:
% .(t)
1-
steck of product i at beginning of period t;
i =1, ｾ .. ,' n; t =1, ... , T+.1
quantity of product i m3Ilufactured.in period t;
i = 1, ... , n; t = 1, •.. , T
increase in capacity of industry i ii1. period t;
i = 1, ... , n; t= 1, ... , T '
'The parameters of the probll2Jl1 can be specified as four matrices and six
vectors, whose elements are:
A ••1,J
,.
A ••1,J
D· •1,J
...
D· •1,J
ｮｵｲｲｾｲ of Ｌ ｾ ｩ ｾ ｳ of product i ｲｂｱｵｩｲｾ､ to produce
1 unit of proOuct j; i = 1, .•• , n; j =1, ... , n
number of units of exogenous input i required to
produce 1 unit of product j; i = 1, ... , n; j =1,
•.. , 'n
number of UJ'lits of prcduct i ＺｲﾷＬｾｱｵｩｲ･､ to increase
the cap3.city of industry j by 1 unit; i = 1, ... ,
n; j = 1, ... ,n
m::T.ber of 'units of exogenous input i T'equired to
increase the A capacity of j1'ldu::::try ;i by 1 unit;
i = 1, ... , n; J' =1, ... , n
e . initial stock of prcdl.lct i; i :: 1, .... , n
'I,
0i irlitial capacity of indust-ry i; i = 1, ..• , n
c.
'I,
-. ,I.", ..... ='1, "". .. , '"
frrlcti0Dd.l incro-.:x-:se lr. ｳ ｜ ｊ Ｎ ＿ ｾ Ｂ Ｉ ｬ ｹ ,)f ｦ ｾ ｾ Ｈ Ｇ Ｍ Ｚ Ｇ ｧ ･ ｦ ｬ ｄ ｵ ｳ brut
i lX::l"l l-'2r':cd U/IOO of p:-:rc'?:r!'i>J.ge ＺｩｊＺ｣ｲｅｾＲｳ･Ｉ［
i::1) ..• ,It
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bi initial Ｈ ｾ ｸ ｯ ｧ ･ ｮ ｯ ｵ ｳ de.'IEJld for product i; i = 1,
... , n
B.1. fracticr>J.l i!1crease in ･ ｸ ｯ ｧ ｾ ｯ ｵ ｳ de.rra,1d for producti per ｰ ･ ｲ ｩ ｯ ､ ｾ i =1, ... , n
The objective is nc';V to rnax5Jmze the total production, r x (T),
"C z
industry z. Tne constraints 1ffi.y be expressed in five classes.
the initial stock constraints
of a choseri
First are
8.(1) = e. i = 1, ••. , n1. 1.
Second are the production cOllstraints, which specify that the quantity of a
prOOuct manufactured in a period equals (i) the qU<:Ll1tity :required by all
industries for pl":cuction jn the period, plus (ii) the quantity required
by all indusTries for expansion of capacity in the period, plus (iii) the
exogenous de11and in the peri.:::xl, plus (iv) the net change in stocks:
t-l
x.: (t ) = r. A. oX • ( t ) + E. D. .1' • ( t) + B. b. + 8. ( t+1) - 8. ( t )
" J 1.J J J 1.J J 1. 1. 1. 1.
i =1, ••. , n; t =1, •.. ,T
'I'h:i.n:l, capacity cor.stroaints dictate ｴ ｾ ｴ ｰ ｾ Ｂ ｏ ､ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ must not exceed an
industry's capacity, vt-J_ch is its initial o3.pa.city plus the sum of all
increased in prior periods;
t-l
:r • (t) -< c. + r l'.. ( "C ) i =1, ... , n; t =1, .• -. , iT
1. - 1. "C=1 ...
1, ... , n; t =1;i =
Fourth, irupp7.y constraints ensure that the qua.l1tit.y of exogenous
consumed does not exceed the availably supplies:
A A t-l A
t . A • .:r: •(t ) + E. D. .1' • ( t ) < y. a •
J 1.J J J 1.-J J - 1. t.
inputs
..• , T
Finally, all variables must be non-negative.
Moving variables to the left-hand side, tIle -entire LP problem is formu-
lated thus (I repr'esenting the n-by-n identit"j ma.t-·b<):
8. (1) =e.1. 1.
Eo (I-A). oX • ( t )
J t.J J
i =1, ... , n
- E. D • .1' . ( t) - [!. ( t+1)
J 1-J J 1-
t-l+ s.(t) = 8. b.1. .1.1.
(3) :r;.(t)
1.
t-l
3 r,(r) < (J.
r=l" -1.
... )
... , it; t = 1,
,.,
••• , J.
••• , '1'
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...
'" t-l A(4) t.A . .x.(t) + L D••r .(t) < y. c.
J 7,J J J 7,J J - 7, 7,
i =1, ·.. , n; t = 1, ·.. , T
(5) 8.(t) > 0 i = 1, ·.. , n; t =1, ·.. , T+I7,
(6) x.(t) > 0 i =1, ·.. , n; t = 1, ·.. , T7,
(7) r. (t) > 0 i = 1, ·.. , n; t =1, ·.. , T7,
(b) Data Tables
A configJration cf tables for the problc;:'l data is now: decided upon,·
and these tables are represented as a deck on a cam-image file which will
be read by nA.TN"AT. '!: DATN"AT tables are basically t'.-JO-dirr.ensional a..'Tays
of numerical or ｣ ｨ ｡ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｾ Ｚ ［ ｲ values; a table thus serves to held one natrix
or one 01"' more vectors. Each table also contains an ext::r'a column of stubs,
which are na1r.E:S that· identify the ｲ ｯ Ｍ ｾ of the table, and an extra row of
heads which name the cclumr,s of the table. Proper choice of stubs and
heads is essential to problem generation, ｳ ｩ ｮ ｣ ｾ they are concatenated in
forming m::x:1el tenrJnclegy (see below).
For the present probler.i, four tables are ｲ ･ ｱ ｵ ｌ ｾ ､ to hold the four
. ｾｴｲｩ｣･ｳ of parameters:
M:1trix
A
A
A
D
A
D
Table name
G:A
G:AX
G:D
G:DX
The stubs of these tar)les represent inputs - endcf,enous (G:A, G:D) or
exogenous (G:AX, G:DX) - While the heads alwaysro.present endogenous proG1.lcts.
(The "G ｾＢ at the t.egDi.ning of each table ncrae indicates that i ts ･ ｬ ｾ ･ Ｚ ｮ ｴ ｳ are
numerical values.) Four tables are also used for the six vectors of para-
meters:
Ｇ Ｇ Ｚ ｃ ＼ ｌ ｹ ｙ ｩ Ｍ ｩ ｮ ｾ ﾷ Ｚ ﾷ Ｚ ［ Ｚ ｾ :t"i:.cs ｣ ｩ Ｎ ｲ ｾ Ｒ Ｚ ﾷ Ｎ ｾ ﾷ Ｂ Ｓ ｬ ｾ Ｚ Ｏ !::"C,'::"':J-;.>·:·::. :.IT";:.: Ｚ｜ＭＬＺＮｾＺｩＮＢﾷ .. ·: ﾷＮｾｾＮｲＭＮｾ .. 'j : .., .... ＺｾＮ｟ｾｾＺＺ ｾｾＡＺ ＭｾｾＯ＿ ﾷｾｾｲＺＺｾＧ c...ＮＩｲｩｾＧﾷＺ［Ｚ｣ｴ
editor. Tc ],,-:a:cn 1r'':-:::'2, ｣ＭＺＬｾｬＺＺ［ｵｬｴ ｾｄｉ ｾＧｌｲｩ［ＺＨ｡Ｚ ;'.':;':J!::';1e ｬﾷＺＧＺＺ［ＬＮｾｮＺｚｩｴｹＯＺｳＨＧ｡Ｚ EDIT Guide
(GC20-1805) .
./ c::
Ｎｾ ..... ｾ
.... ,;" .
.,: ..ｾ Ｎ Ｂ Ｎ
Vector(s)
;e
a
...
a, Y
b, S
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Table narne
G:E
G:C
G:CX
G:B
The stubs again represent either products (G:E, G:C, G:B) or exogenous
inputs (G:CX); the heads ide.'1tify the particular vectors.
'I\.Jo additional tables, l1:EtI and M:EX, serve as indexes to the heads
and stubs. The stubs of M: rn are the ones that identify endogenous products,
and the stubs of M:IX are the ones that correspond to exogenous inputs. The
body of each table is a single vector of character strings each of which
identifies the correspondi..'1g stub in a bit mJre detail. (The prefix ''M: It
indicates tables vmose elements are strings of up to 8 characters.)
Figure 2. A data-tabl,e deck fo1' a th:ree-industry instance of the input-
output model, (E:::ar;pZe 2).
NAME OHOI'lTABS
TABLE GIA • AI, EL, ME
AI '" 0, o. 0
EL'" 3, 0.1. ｯ Ｎ ｯ ｾ
ME '" 2, 0.4, 0.1
·....TABLE v'AX =AI. EL. V,E
LA • ｾｏｏＬ 2', 0.2
.....
'ABLE GIO • AI. cL, ME
Al • 0, 0, 0
EL • 2. 3, ｯ Ｎ ｾ
ME .', I, 2
•••••TABLE GIOX '" AI. ｾｌＮ ME
LA '" I, 2, 0.5
.....
TABLE GIE = E
AI • 0EL :::0 100
ME • !)OOO
• ••••TABLE G.e '" e
AI '" 103
EL • ＱＳｾｏｏ
ME. ｉ ｅ ｾ
• ••••TABLE G.ex :::0 CX. PCT
LA=IE6.I.1
·....
TABLE G'B '" B. pel
AI ｾ 0, 0
EL .. 3000. 1.1
ｍ ｅ Ｂ Ｂ Ｖ ｅ Ｍ ｾ Ｌ 1.0:'
.....
TABLE .'-IIEi'; ::. E1J
AI '" AI 'iI-LANE
E1. ｾ ElE.C
ME ｾＭ M£:J1,LS
·....TABLE MIEX EX
L.A ,. ｌｾＬ､ＨＩｒ
EliDACA
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A typical deck for an economy with th..."""ee industries and one exogenous
input is sho....'11 in Figur-e 2. The endogenous. product stubs (and heads) are
/U (airplanes), EL (electronics), and ME (metals). The exogenous input
stub is lA (lcl::or). Airplcmes are intended as the PIQJuct whose production
is to be maximized: note that they are the only output that does not
serve as an input to other industries.
(c) Model terminology
The nodel' s ro!.Js (constraints) and ao Zumns (variables) must all be
,
assigned names in some consistent way. 'frlese names are formed by concatena-
tion of table stubs and other identifiers.
Column names for the present problem are concatenations of three ele-
ments. They are of the fonns:
SnnTt
XnnTt
Rn1zTt
where the first character indicates the type of variable - stock (S), quantity
. .
of production (X), or increase in capacity (R) - nn is the stub representing
I
sane endogenous prcx:J.uct, and t is a pp..riod mm'ber. Using the tables from
Figure 2, for iJlstance, variable SAl""T2 is the stock of airplanes at the
beginning of period 2; »1LI'5 is the quantity of metals produced' in period 5.
Row names are handled similarly. Letting nn 21:d xx be the stubs for
endogenous and exogenous gocds, respectively, and letting t be a period
number, the forms are:
Constraint
Production (2)
Cap3.city (3)
Supply (4)
.Form of roV] na.Tne
PRnnTt
CP.nnTt
SUcxTt
Again using Figure 2, rot-I PRELT4 specifies the prc:duction constraint on
electronics in period 4; SU!.AT3 gives the constraint imposed by the supply
of labor in f":c:ricd 3. (Tils ｩＮｮＮＵＮＷｾ｡ｬ ｳｾｾ｣ｾｫ ccnstrai,,:ts (1) 2l-.-j the non-negativity
constraints (5-7) are ｬ ｾ ｣ ｴ rr:cC21ed expli.cit:;'y as r::;.hS: 3",8 f.:'::!lctv.)
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The objective ｲ ｏ ｾ Ｍ ｬ is also given a name, of tile forml·1'\Y.zz t-lhere zz
is the stub represerr:iI'.g the activity tr.at is to be rr.aximized. In the
example, airp12ne production is the objective, so the objective row name
is MAXAI.
(d) A 1l'E.C-.l"Q for the Drchlem
.
Shown in Figure 3 is a Th\T.-"l1AT program· - called a macl'O ｾ that can
geneT'ate a model for any specific instance of the problem \.]e have speci-
fied. The indust"!'ies aj1d exogenous input to be JOOdeled are dete:nn:ined
entirely by the construction of the data tables. Other infonnation is taken
fran parameters to the macro: the first parameter is a short identifier
used to fonn the ndJ'·,C of the model when it is ･ ｮ ｦ ｾ ｬ ･ ､ Ｌ the second gives the
number of periods, and the third is the stub abbreviation for the industry
whose production is "to be maximized.
Macros are stored as decks on a special card-image file called a maaZib.
Each nacro begins vr.l. th a NAME cam t..'1at gives t1:e na.me by which it is i....·woked-
GROWIH in the prese.."1t case. 'The last card., IJIDATA, indicates the end of the
macro. IntervenL'lg cards co:nprise a sequence of ｮ ａ Ｇ ｔ ｰ ｽ ｾ ｜ ｔ comTirJ11ds, or verbs,
which are executed each ti'r,e you call the macro.
For clarity, the macro r.as been divided into functional sections, each
identified by a hea::ing n-arksd with an aster'isk (*) in colum,'1 1; all lines
so marked are interpr€t€<l as cOJrrl'.ents and are thus not precessed as UA.TPl1AT
verbs. The COJmp•.lids ｾ ｶ ｩ thin ea.c.h section are also accanpanied by conments:
DATPYJAT reads only the first 72 chara.cters of €rJ.ch maC!X: line, so these
camnentsare b;:!guTl in coltDI!l"l 73. Further ｣ ｯ ｾ ［ ｲ ｮ ･ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｲ ｹ on each section fo110\-73·
(numbers in parentheses are ccmnent line nurrbers):
Process parameters.
The p--JI'ameters to the ｭ ｡ ﾷ ｾ ｲ ｯ 2.T'e auta,Tatical1y ;.riven the specia.l names
%1, %2, and %3. The latter t'.,'o, wnose values are u[;ed in se'leral places,
are here assigned to local variables (I:PERIODS a"1d N:OBJ, respectively)
\o7hose names hJ.ve sc::'.e mncnornic: significance.
Tt where t r<Jrq::s f:::'ojTI I to tile mliQbel"' of p'?r'ic·j.s. This table i.s used to
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regulate 1.\-7-) loops in Ｍ ｾ ｨ ･ macro, and the stubs are employed in fC':..:ning
I"CM and colurrJ1 IIrJIDes.
Create t2ble equaJ to (I - ,1) •
.
A table G:JJ1:CJUSA, idEI'ltical in form to G:A, is created to hold the
natrix (I - A) employed in the production constrlimts.
Note here the impHoi t use of loop indices !1 .and ! 2. 'These auto-
natically create one-statement loops through all si;ubs or heads of the
tables G: mllJUSA Cll'1d G: A. ',.}here both !l and ! 2 appear (3), -:he fermer
creates an outer loop and -:he latter an inner one.
M:>ve initial exoge:10US supnlies and deJTIands to v70rk areas.
The rrecro must increase the values for exogenous supplies and deJI'ands
by a fixed percentage in each time pr-'..riod. A table G:CllRCX is created to
hold the current ezogenous supplies (l) and its elements are set to the
initial exogenous supply values specified in G:CX (2). Similarly, G:CURB
is created and initialized for the exogenous de.rrands values (3-4).
Specify objective rcH.
The NE"1'110DEL 'ler'b Cl) :L-1dicates that generation of a new model is to
begin. The ｒｏｾＧＱ verb follo'vri..'1g (2) defines the objective I'C1.-J, and specifies its
coefficients in va:cious colLIil'"'.s. Columns are defined automatically "'Then
they are first referred to (although a COL statement is available to define
columns explicitly ",men neces$<3I'Y).
Note the use of an amt:02rsand (&) as a concaterJation operator to form
:row and colurl1I1 names.
Specify bounds on initial stock variables.
A bound set, DUTS, is defined. It ｳ ｰ ･ ｣ Ｑ ｦ ｩ ｾ Ｓ the initial stock constraints
by fixing the value of every first-period stock variable to the quantity of
initial stocJr.s specified in table G:E. (All other variables, whiQ, are not
explicitly bounded Or fixed, are asst.nned by SESAME to be. non-negative.)
M:rl.n loop.
the stubs of G: T. Since G: T \-las created with Cl stub Tt for each ｰ ｅ Ｚ ｌ Ｂ Ｇ ｫ ｾ t,
this loop is executed exactly aLee for each p.;:<r'icc]. ｲＮｾ｣ｨ pass throu.v,h ｴ ｨ ｾ ［
loop defines ｣ ｣ Ｌ Ｌ ｾ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｩ ｲ ｊ ｴ 7."DVlS fal' on':: pericc.
Figure 3. A DATANAT macro to generate any instance of the input-output model, (E:J;ample 2).
NAME GROtffH
*
*ｾ PROCESS PARAUETERS
'It
Cf..LC t I PER:C[IS - %2
Un.:iIP NlueJ n ::::3
*
'*
'" cnEATE WDEX TAnLE FOR TIME PERIODS
'* FOR),! MIT • T & hPERIOOS
,..
*
.,. CR!7n'S TABLE EOUAl TO I - A
Ｌｾ
r-O:lM GIIMIt\II$A ... OIACSTUB), OIA(HEAO)
CALC OIIUINUSA(rl.ll) • I
(':;\:'.C ｃ Ｚ ｦ ｬ Ｏ Ｎ ｜ ｗ ｾ Ｚ Ｇ ａ ｕ ｉ Ｌ Ａ Ｒ Ｉ c 0IUUNUs;\UI.12) - OIAnl.12)
'II
:4-
"" ],Io\'!= WHr AL EXOC:::(JUS SUPPi.!ES AND DEMANDS TO WORK ａｒｾａＵ
'* ＺＺｾｩｮｊＧ CtCURCX • OICXCSTUB). CX&I
CALC CICUHCXC11.CXI) • CICX(II.CX)
FdflM crCUHU '" 018 (511.11H • 0&1
CALC OrCUR8(II,UI) • OIB(II.B)
1:
11
ｾ ｓ［ＺｆＺｾ lrY OBJECTIVE hOn
".
l':dtMODEL
({Uti MAX & NrOBJ, X & N,OBJ & "ITO 1,0) •
*
""
'" ｓｦｬＺＺｾｬｈ oomms ON INITIAL srOCK VARIABLES
1r
BmHm INITS. S & ｊｴｾＸｈＡｉＮｏＩ a. }.I IT (1 ,0) • OIE(%f.E)
*>II
I< liAIN LOOP - O:IE PASS FOR EACH TINE PERIOD
iI:
LOOP MIT(II,O) <HE> DUMMY
"
'.
(,) 2ND PARAMETER - NUMBER OF PeRIODS(2) JRD PAR. -- ABBREV. FOR ｏｾｊＮ INDUSTRY
(I) FORM INDEX TABLE "IT
( I) R>RM TABLE FOR I - A
(2) SET TABLE TO I
(3) SUBTRACT alA FrIO" TABLE 1U OET l' - A
(I) [ FORM AND INITIALIZE TABLE OF(2) ( ｃｕｾｩｬｬｅｎｔ EXOGENOUS SUPPLIES
(3) [ FOf;M AtID INITIALIZE tAOLE OF
(4) ( CU IlRENT EXOGENOUS DEltANDS
( I) START GEtiERATHIG MODEL
(2) DEFINE OBJECTIVE ROW
(n DEFI NE BOUND SEf TO FIX INITIAL ｳ ｲ ｯ ｣ ｾ ｳ
(I) lOOP OVER AU. srUBS IN INDEX TABLE JUT
I-'
I
I-'
.+:
* SPECIFY EXOGENOUS SUPPLY CONSTRAINTS FOR· PERIOD
* LOOP MIEXCI2,O) <NE> DUMMY
MANIP NISU • SU & MIEXCI2.0) & MITC!I.O)
ROW N'SU, X & MIENClJ,O) & Mln!I,O) .. OIAXCf2,13)
ｒ ｾ ｬ NISU, R & MIENCIJ.O) & M.T(II,O) = GIDXCI2,fJ)
RHS RHS, NISU <LETYPE> ｾ OICURCXCI2,CXI)
CONTINUE
*
..
* ｾｐｅｃｉｆｙ CAPACITY Ct)NSTRAIlITS fOR PERIOD
*
(1) LOOP OVER STUBS IN EX.-INPUT TABLE MIEX
(2) S!:T N.SU TO NAME OF SUPPLY-CONSTRAINT RON
. (3) SET PRODUCTION-VARIABLF. COEFFS. ON ROW
(4) SET CAPACITY-VARIABLE COEFFS. ON ROW
(5) SET RHS FOR ROW TO CURRENT SUPPLY
(6) STEP 12 AND lOOP
WOP MfEtH !2.0) <tiE> DUMMY (I) LOOP OVER STUBS IN END.-PROD. TABLE MIEN
MANIP t1IPR .. PR 8. M'liN( 12iO) & MIT(! 1,0) (2) SET NIPR TO NAME OF PROD.-CONSTRAINT RO"
IWi'( NcPR, X 4 O'HIINUSA(O,13) 8. MIT(ll,O) .. OIUlItlUSAU2,l3) CJ) SET COEFFS. FOR PRODUCTION VAiUABlES
ｦ Ｑ Ｐ ｾ NI?R, R 8. 011)(O,!J) & MITCfI,O) .. "GIDCE2,!3) \4) SET COEFFS. FOR CAPACITY VARIABLES
Rml NcPR, S l'. /.\lEIH!2.0) & MITC11,0) = I (5) SET COEFF. ON CURRENT-PERIOD S"IllCK. VAR.
HOI'I fl.P:?, S & lllEtH 12.0) 8. BUMPCIHT( 11,0» .. -I (6) SET COEFF. ON 14EXT-?ERiOD STOCK VAn.
rms lIB:>. N'PR <[uTYPl;> .. GtCUI-lBCl2.BI) . (1) SET RHS FOR ROti 10 cURHEtrr EXOG. Da:AfID
CONf INUE (6) srEP 12 AND LOOP
lOOP M.E1H !2,0) <l-:E> ｄｕｾｾｍｙ
MAIHP lhCA a CA t. McEtHI2,O) & MITCII,O)
ltorl NeCA. X & MIE1H 12,0) to ｾ｜ｬｔＨＭＡ 1,0) = I
UK)P /.l'T(!),O) <LT> '.\eTOI,O)
ROW NICA, R & ｍｉｾｎｃｉＲＬｯＩ & MITCI3,O) • _I
CONTINUE
HIl::i I{HS, HleA <I.I:IYPE>·= GIC( 12,C)
Ｈ ｸ Ｉ ｎ ｔ ｉ ｉ ｾ ｕ ｅ
*
*
* SPECIFY PROOUCTION CONSTRAINTS FOR PERIOD
*
(1) tooP OVER STUBS IN ｅ ｎ ｏ Ｎ Ｍ ｐ ｈ ｾ ｭ Ｎ TABLE MIEN
(2) SET N'CA. TO NAME OF CAP. ｾ ｏ ｎ ｳ ｲ ｒ ａ ｉ ｎ ｔ ROW
(3) SET OOEFF. UF I FOR PROOUCTiON VARIABLE
(4) LOOP OVER ａｉｾ PREVIOUS TlHE PEH:O[)5
(5) SET COEFFS. FOR CAPACITY VARIABLES
(0) srEP ! J AND tOOP
(7) SET F1HS R)R ROi'l TO IN!TIAL CAPACITY
(8) STEP !2 AND LOOP
......
I
I-J
<!l
(I) OiECK IF CURRENT PERIOD IS LAST
(2) IF YES, SK IP T,HI S PART
(3) IF NO, UPDATE EXOGENOUS DEMANDS
(4) UPDATE EXOGENOUS SUPPLIES
(5)
CALC OICURB(12,BI) .. OICURO(l2,BI) * GIB(12,PCT)
CALC OICI1RCX(l2,CXI) .. OICUUCX( 12,CXI) * GICX(l2,PCTl
I/SK. Lp
*
*
* END OF MAIN.LOOP
*
*
** UPDhTE EXOGENOUS SUPPLIES AND OEMAms fOR NEXT PER IOD
* IF /.I'T(!I,O) <tiE> MaT<ItPERIODS,O),
anI] ｾ ［ ｋ ｬ ｩ ＾
. CONTINUE
*
** EW:ILE MODE(
1t
el) 5fEP II AND LOUP
I •.ｾ ｈ ｐ N'NAME .. :I;I & SHIFT(MASKeMITChPERIODS,O) ,'0').1) & NIOBJ
ENFllE MODEL AS NINAME
.;.
(I) CREATE MODEL NAME
(2) ｾ ｒ ｬ ｔ ｅ MODEL TI) MODEL FILE
*EN[t.'.IA
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Specify e:-:ogenous .sup-ply cons1..-raints.
ROW verbs (3-4) define and specify coefficients on the supply ｣ ｯ ｮ ｾ
straint rows for the current period. A right-hand-side vector ｮ ｡ ｭ ｾ ､ FYS
is defined and specified Hith the PRS verb (5). The PRS verb is also
used here to specify the row constraint type, L1TYPE, which indicates
that the row Stml must be less than or equal to the right-hand side value.
(Row type can also be specified with a ROW verb. Rows not assigned a
type - such as the objective row - are asst...-ned unconstrained.)
Note the occurrence here of nested loops: an inner WOP statement
varies the index ! 2, and that loop in turn contains implicit loops (3-4)
that vary ! 3 •
SpecifY capacir; ｣ ｯ ｾ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｩ ｮ ｴ ｳ Ｎ
Again ROH (3, 5) and RHS (7) verbs define constraints, this time for
capacity. Here lDOP statements are nested to a depth of 3; but the ir.ner-
most loop is specified so that !3 is set only to stubs of G:T that corres-
pond to pe.rioos prior to tr.e current one.
Specify production constraints.
This is similC'..Y' to -:he gerleration of the other constraints. Uote use
of the function BUHP (6) to create the nar.le of the stock ｶ ｡ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｾ for the
period after the cur.rent one.
Update exo?enous sllpplies and ､ ｾ ｡ ｲ ｬ ｃ Ｚ ｳ Ｎ
If the main loop {laG yet to reach the final period,. exogenous supplies
and demands (stored in G:CURCX and G:CL'RB, respectively) 2.1"'e increased by
the specified ratios (3-4). A CCT!"bi..l1ation of an IF state.rnent (1) and a
GO'ID statement (2) is USed to skip the upjating in the firlal period. 'The
expression IISKIP is a 1?..bel to which control is 'trel1sfer!'ed by the GOTO.
rnd of nain lcoD .
.
The index ! 1 28 stepped, ru'id the loop is repeated ior tl:e following ti....ne
period. vmen all pe:riojs .::r.:: ｡｣｣ｯｵｲｲｾ･､ for, tTie loop is ｦ ｩ ｲ ［ ｩ ｳ ｨ ･ ｾ and control
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Erlfile moJel.
The SHIFT and !1.-'\SK fu.l1ctions are used (1) to create a name for the
InOcel of the fonr. mnr.mtnn, t'Jhere rrmrrm is the identifier given as the. first
parameter, t lS the ntlInber of pe.riods, and nn is the stub abbreviation
of the industry Hhe,se production is to be maximized. 1m. ENFILE verb (2)
then places the completed ｲ ｲ ｯ ､ ｾ ｬ on a model file under the giver. name.
(e) Generating a r.x>del
Figure 4 shows the beginning of a typical ｓ ｅ Ｎ ｓ ａ Ａ ﾷ ｔ Ｏ ｄ ａ Ｇ Ａ Ｇ Ｏ ｾ ｈ ａ ｔ session ill
vlhich a rnoc::el .is generated by ｵｳｾ of the macro of Figure 3. The problem
is to be rncdeled for ten periods, \,.;ith three industries and one exogenous
input as specified in the data tab] es of Figure 2. Lines typed from the
terminal eire shooJIl in lOt-leI' case letters, "*tile resp:mses from the system
are in capitals; greater-thar. signs on input lines ｾ prompting characters
also ｴ ｹ ｲ ｾ ､ by ｴ ｾ ･ system.
Figure 4. A DATANAT E'ee3icm. that yenerates the input-output mode l from the
tab l.e S 0 f ｆＧＱＺ｛ＱｗＧｾ P, ｾＡｓｩｲＮ ..'J t71e macl'O of ｆ ｾ Ｚ ｦ Ａ ｵ Ｎ ｲ ･ 3.
sesame
SESAME V9.2
SESAME CO",IJ.Aij[)1 >call datamat
ALL FILES AUIEAbv CLOSED
COWE rlAS t-;O[ SE'f U;,
> set mac lib = llrowth
> readtab ffi1tabs. Qrowtabs yrowtaos
> ､Ｑｳｰｬｾｹ mltabs .
ｍｉｔａｾｓ ］Ｍｔｙｾｅ
A =GN
AX =Grl
o ］Ｍｇｬｾ
OX =GI1
E ］ｵｬｾ
C =CJ-l
CX =GN
B ］ｬｩｬｾ
EN ］ｍｉｾ
EX =MN
> growth exam 10 a1
EXAMIOAI REPLACES EXISTING "mDELIN FIll:
ROI'lS COLU!,(rJS RHS
71 n
> 0 I) It
HANGES BOU1;DS GUU-S 5TH COcF Sr [;':NS lP' ! NC T PEel
'J I a 4;::) Ｎ Ｚ ﾷ Ｌ Ｎ ｉ Ｖ ｾ Ｓ Ｖ Ｎ ｪ Ｌ Ｖ ､ 0
TERMltlATlfJG D...TAII,AT. ｒｅ［ＺＡｊｒｉｾ Til ＺＺ［ｅｳａｾｅ
QUlT
SESAME COmIAI<D1 ｣ｾｬｬ s£tup max ｓｭｯ､･ｬｾｾｸ｡ｾｉｏ､ｊ Srhs=rhs ｳ ｾ ｢ ｊ ］ ｭ ａ ｸ ｡ ｊ ｓ ｢ ｯ ｕ ｮ ､ ｾ Ｑ ｮ ｬ ｴ ｾ
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The session begins with the invocation of SESAJ1E and the calling of
DATAMAT. 'The first DATAl'rAT ccmnand, SET MACLIB, declares T.he name of the
rraclib file on which the macro of Figure 3 resides. Tnere follows a
RFADTAB verb that reads into working storage, frcm a file GROvll'l\BS and
a deck of the same name, the tables of Figure 2. READTAB also creates
a table M: TABS whose stubs are the names of the tables read; the following
verb, DISPIAY, prints the contents of M:TABS at the termirlal.
The macro GROWTH is now invoked. Its parameters are EXAM, the
identifier used to fonn the model name; 10, the number of periods; and
. . .
IU, the abbreviation for the airplane industry, t.mose production is to be
maximized. The full n<3;11e of the generated rrodel is thus IXP-l1l0AI. A
'message indicates that an old model by this name previously resided on the
model file, but was deleted in favor of the new model. Col'll'Onent counts
for the enfiled m::x::el are th:.:n printed, and the Ii'.acro ｣ｯｮ｣ｬｵ､･ｾＮ
QUIT next returns execution to the SESAHE environment, v.'here the
new rrodel is set up by use of the SEIUP procedure. It is now ready to
be solved by callifl.g ITEPATE (not shown). '
APPDIDIX. OvrnVID-l
ｮ Ｎ ｾ ｔ ａ ｈ ａ ｔ is a delta IriiIl.qgement system specialized to math€.lTh3.tical pro-
gramning. It is impleme.iited as a SESAME procedure, and is thus invoked
(in the mmner of other procedures) by t'jping CALL DATA."'fAT followed
optionally by arguments. DATP11fl.T is conceptually independent of the other
SESAME p!'ocedures, ｨ ｣ ｸ Ｎ ｾ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ Ｌ and employs an extensive COJrnEnd langUage of
approxirrately 55 verbs. It is thus best regarded as a system in itself,
but one "mich - through comr.on use of the communication region and internal
model, map, and result files - is conrpatible with c;md depende.11t on SESAL'1E.
MTANAT provides a ｮｵｭ｢･Ｑｾ of rrajor capabilities but should not
be regarded as equivalent to any. one or all of them. .Am:mg these
capabilities are:
Generaticn and iTIdintenance of basic data
M:x1el generation
l1::>del revisivn
Report generation
Grand cycle calculations and control
Ad hoc calculations
Inspection and.dis?lay of various quaDtities
Before starting on a description of D\m:;T and an exar;flc
of its use, an orientation section wi-ll be presented.
1. Conceptual Orientation
One learns in high school· algebra to aLstract nU1Td::rica1 ｡ｴｴｬｾｩ｢ｵｴ･ｳ
of real things or situations arid' to represe...·lt them ..dth letters. This
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notation, matrices, superscripts, and so forth. By the time one is
discussing LP algorithms, a mere nOTation such as
or even
E a .. X. ｾj 1J ]
A X ｾ b
b. ,
1
i=l, ... ,m
is deemed sufficient to denote a IXlssibly very large array with various
special conditions. He often neglect to even mention X ｾ 0, it being
assumed this is a standard condition.
If one is formulc..tiitg an actual LP rrodel, then he is inclined
to elaborate the notation symbolically, such as
LCONCi,t): -l.*LLnJCi,t) + E· LTABC i,j,t) * X(j,t) = LACi,t)
jeS3
It is silly to try to explain, in general, v7hat such notation m99J1s.
It 1.S dependent on pages of discussion about a parti::ular pr:'Oblem and
incorporates the y.;riter' 5 ov."n ＱｾＮＮＺＢＱ･ｲｲｯｮｩ｣ｳＮ It is certainly not silly to
use such notation but one should remam aT,.lare that it is a mixture of
nathematical notation and abbreviated symbology. Such expression are
not "proper" in any classical sense since they involve roth numerical
representations a..'1d ir,Jplied identifiers. The identi.fiers are supposed
to be concatenated in various combinations' to account for all iictivities
and consTraints in tr:e rrodel.
An LP . l' ｾ ｾ h" • ". maoe 15 .i.:::.rge.!..y CC.j'1.... ｬＮｉＧＱｾＺｴｬｯｲＮＮＳＮｾﾷ :l n ｾ｡ＮｴｴＮＺＺＢ･Ｎ ,!\-pically, tr.ere aY'e
cJ.iJsses of cOl1strci.int YO',13 ar:,j classes of L? Ｇ ｊ ､ ｉ Ｂ Ｇ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｛ ｾ ｳ '\>;;i.ich intersl?ct only
selectively. 'nus is the cause cf the ｾ ﾷ ｬ Ｎ ］ ｬ ｬ Ｍ ｫ ｮ ｃ Ｂ ［ ｭ sparseness of U' mc<iel
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matrices, on which both solution algorithIns and associated data ｲ ｮ ｡ ｮ ｡ ｧ ｾ Ｍ ｮ ･ ｮ ｴ
prOcedures depend heavily. The actual LP coefficients, i.e., matrix elements
are frequently obtained fn:::m basic data tables which are themselves dense,
and relati.vely small. The amount of inforrration contained in ·an LP model is
only secondarily derived from actual numerical data; the lax'ger part is 1Il
the identification of the various ways in which these data arerele.ted. It
is possible and even usual to formulate an LP model before the exact dimen-
- .
sions and numerical values of the resic data tables are known. ene must, of
course, know the classes of infomation and the overall logic of the sitt:ation
being ncdeled.
The above considerations indicate the importance of LP identifiers, i.e.,
row and column names. The creation of a complete large LP rrodel is a tedious
process and virtually impossible to do by hand witr:out e..."'"TOr. Tailor-made
natrix generators are frequently programned--<:Jften in FORTPP.N--for a rarticular'
set of nodels. HaNever, this requires the services of a coriJputer programmer
and neither FORTRAN ncr any other widely-available langu3ge is well suited to
the task.
What is needed is a reasom.bly generel language and processor which
can deal with numerical values and symbology in a coordinated fashion.
This is one of the mair: features and purposes of D\Tfl..YJAT. Hcwever, even
when restricted to the field of rratherratical prograJ:ming models - even
further to LP rrodels with various extensions - a li'lIlg'.lage requires
｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ､ ｾ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ generality. 'TIus results in sane ｡ ｭ ｯ ｾ ｭ ｴ of specialized syntax
and rATA!1AT reflects this. EOv-1ever provisions are IT'.ade for saving intricate
substitutable arguraents. Su:::h ca.nned strings of gen-:T:11ized ｳ ｴ Ｒ Ｎ ｴ Ｈ ｾ Ａ ｊ Ｎ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｳ
are called ｾ ｃ Ｓ Ｌ ｾ ｮ ､ they cCJr)stitute an ｩ ｔ Ａ Ｑ ＿ ｾ ｲ ｴ ｡ Ｎ ｉ Ｑ ｴ c:tp::..'tility in the ｬ ｡ ｲ Ｎ ｧ ｾ ｡ ［ Ｚ ［ ･ Ｎ
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To use a language such as DATANAT, one must pay a great deal of attention
to organization of basic data and its identifiers. Once this has been done,
it is easy to create corrbinat.orial LP identifiers by concatenating basic
data identifiers. Very little attention need be paid to numerical values
in the planning stage - they are readily altered as required. However, a
serious errm' in basic terminology may lead to considerable ｲ ･ ｾ ｲ ｫ of basic
tables. A1though. DATAI:rAT includes statement fOI1IlS to m:mipulate, replicate
and moo.ify basic data structures, the implications of such alterations nay
require study and rechecking. .
The term data tables has already been used and, as might be supposed,
they are at the heart of the use of DA.TAMAT. A table, as used here,
is a rectangular array of values whose rows and columns rdve symbolic
identifiers. Elements in a table may be either nurr.eric or syml:x>lic,
and rray be referenced either by numerical indices or by identifiers
or a mixture. Furthennore, special index flags allow one to run over
all elements in a ro•.] or a column, or over all identifiers which rratch
those of another ｴ ｡ ｢ ｾ ･ Ｌ regardless of order and in a. dire·::t or transpose
fashion. These flags ar·e represented by special ch3:,acters and ffi3.y give seme
statenents a rather bizarre ｡ ｰ ｰ ･ Ｍ ｾ Ｚ Ｇ ｡ ｮ ｣ ･ Ｎ Once one Ａ ｙ ｾ ｯ ｭ ･ ｳ faJIliliar with this
shorthand notation, hOVlever, they seem perfectly natural -- and save
considerable ｾ ｊ ｐ ｩ ｮ ｧ Ｎ
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Tables are of three kinds, called G-tables, ｬ ﾷ ｾ Ｍ ｴ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｅ Ｚ ｳ end H-tables.
The elements of G-tables are PEAIl'8, the elements of H-tables are ALPHA1'8.
H-table elements are also AIPHtV'8 but are regarded as strings of chllracters
in multiples of 8.
All table row names (stubs) and column naJr.es (heads) are ALPHA;"8
and may be used in symbolic manipulations, Nornally, however, only one
to four nonblank characters are used for the stubs and heads of most tables.
Since many tables are used to generate LP su1:lTIa.trices -- by various types of
expansion -- it is usually necessary to concatenate the stub and head symbols
with other identifiel"'-parts to create meaningful and unique LP identifiers.
LP identifiers, and to a lesser extent table stubs and heads, should not
be true J!1nemonics or aCl"'Onyms in In:)st cases. R3.ther, they should be
regar'ded as encodings. These encodings can, if necessary, be further
associated with tpJe ｲ ｲ ｮ ･ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｣ ｳ and even short readable text through the
use of coordinated H- and H-tables. The identifiers for an LP problem witlf,
say, 1000 ro'rlS and 2000 colurnns have a highly ccrr.tir.atorial nature and it is
impossible to condense concatenated mnemcnics of any va]ue into 8 characters.
Indeed, lil many applica.ticns, lP identifiers are of no real lilterest arlyway,
unless it becanes necessary to debug the rrcdel. The use of DA'fAl-KAT
helps to byp2.sS the necessity forinterpretir:g cryptic IP identifiers
and this should be taken advantage of.
MTAt1A.T deals with 26 Y.i.r:C:s of entities, including tables, plus
SESAME CR cells. Several different lr..inds of enti.ties may be referenced in one
state."nerrt, Le., with one verb. To keep these sorted out and to avoid the
ｰ ｉ Ｂ ･ ｦ ｩ ｾ attached to the refer<..:nt \'iitI1 a fu:l.l colon. Tfle full colon is
E: , I: , N: , 0:, Q:
G: , H: , M:
A: , B:
C: , D: , P: , R: thru Z:
F:
K:
L:
J:
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The 26 kinds of entities may be grouped in 8 classes:
Local variables
Tables
!'bdel components
LP results
FORTRAN (or other) functions
Built-in functions
FORTRA'J-style arrays
SESAHE general r.ups
The choice of letters favor LP models and results (the latter being by
far the Irost extensive class) and the rerraining letters were assigned
in the best way possible.
References to CR cells are recognized by the leading dollar sign as
in SESAl-!E. The single quote (I) is absolutely preempted te· enclose non-
standard character strings, except in FORMAT staten.er.ts whEre single
quotes are treated 2.S in FORTRPj'I.
There are only tbree flags: 't;he exclamation 1X>ll-lt (! Yfor autcrna.tic
teible indexing; the double quote (") for table heac and stt.:b name-rnatchir.g;
and the percent sign (%) for sut·stiTutable macro arguments. The only
renaini..ng unusual character's al-'e the semi-colon (;) 1,,7hich cenotes end of
useful information (so a caJ!inent can folIo,..;), and the left and right angle
brackets «, », which are used to enclose relational and boolean operators
and for certain special purposes in defining LP nndel components.
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The four standaro aritranetic operators and the equal sign are used in
normal fashion, Le.,
; right to left replacement
+ addition
subtraction or leading minus sign
nnlltiplicatior.
division
The vertical bar is also recognized for absolute value. Exponentiation
is provided through built-in K:functions.
This syrr.bology and notation is used to fOIl:l expressions and phrasesf:.
For example, the phrase
ｅ Ｚ ｐ ｵ ｾ ｓ = ｉＺａｐｾＪＳＮＰ
denotes multiplication of all integer variable (I:ARG) by the literal
munber 3. 0 with the result to becaT:e the value of the real variable
E:ANS.
Such expressicns ｾ Ｑ ､ ｾ Ｑ ｲ ｡ ｳ ･ ｳ are never used alone but ｭ ｾ ｳ ｴ be
preceded by an appropriate verb, in the above case CPJJ::.. Hence the
full stateme.it would be
CA1.J::, E:ANS = I :At<.GI"3 •0
*A phrase is a construction of the form "result = expression".
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Any local variable appearing for the first time on the left will
be autoJTB.tically defined. This is not true for tables and arrays which
Irn.lst be first created ｾ Ｎ ［ ｩ ｴ ｨ verbs provided for that purpose. Note that
mixed-m:>de arithmetic is accepted. Integers are expanded to real, or
real truncated to integers, autOl11atically, as required.. Also note that
division of one integer by a larger one always gives a ZerQ result.
However, if-either nl.l.':1eratop or denominator is real, t'eal rather than
integer division v.:ill be uS'2d. Thus
1/3 gives 0
1/3.0 gives .33333333
1.0/3 glves .33333333
The magnitude of an integer is 111lited to 32,767. A la.""ger integer result
is autcffi:3.tically converted to real or declared improper, depending on its
intended disposition.
Expressions involving tables rray use autaratic indexing (also
applicable to aI':r"ays) or nam.e matching. 'This is done with the flags
mentioned atove. This riotation really is a shorthc<.I'1d for ｄ ｏ Ｍ ｬ ｾ ｰ ｳ
and should not be confused ｾ Ｍ ｩ ｴ ｨ rra.:l"'ix notation. Generalized matrix arithmetic
can be readily pl"Ograrrmed in DATAJvIt\T but matrix operators are not provided
in the language. (They are ro....adily added by use of rracros.) Suppose,
for e:l<'.ample, that G:A stands for a table with m I'CMS ·a.'1d n oolu.ms and
. -
G: B for a table with n rows and p columns. Suppose G: C is an empty (i.e. ,
all zero) table with m ｲｯｾｬｓ and p columns. Then the statement
ｃ ａ ｌ ｾ ｃ Ｚ ｃ Ｈ Ｑ Ｑ Ｌ Ａ Ｒ Ｉ ｾ S:A(11,12) ｾ ｇ Ｚ ｾ Ｈ Ｑ Ｑ Ｌ Ｑ Ｒ Ｉ
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JIDJltiplies individual elunents of G:A and G: B and puts the results in
G:C. The range of the automatic indices will be as follows:
!l =1,
12 =1,
... ,
... ,
minCm,n)
minCn,p)
Pictorially, this can be visualized as follows:
p n p
mEJ + ｌＮＮＮＮＮＭＮ｟ｇ｟Ｚａｾ .........ｾﾷ｟ ..ｾ • ｾ n
where the slanting lines represent unused elements. If one really
wished. to do rratrlx mltiplication, the. proper statement is:
CALC G:C(ll,12) = G:C(ll,12) + G:A(11,l3) * G:B(l3,l2)
Here,
!l = 1, ... , m
12 = 1, ... , p
l3=1, •.. ,n
With name rr.atching, the tables need not be ccnforrrable. This would be
accomplished by writirlg "2., "2, "3 for !l, !2, l3 in the atove. Of'
course, the tables could be used in other arrange,'!lents, for example, the
factors could be nn..U.tipli-=d row by row instead of J:'Ot,-, by ce'lu11I1.
This generalization of matr'ix operators for ·tables is r:ot as useful
in practice as it is instructive. It discloses the ｾ ｰ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｩ ｴ assumptions
in standaro rrat;rix operations and displays, jl1 the mos"t abbreviated form
possible, \-ihat is really involved. More virtuosity with the use of ｄ ａ ｔ ｾ ａ ｔ
is achieved by ｴ ｛ ｬ Ｎ ｭ Ｇ ｬ Ｎ ［ Ｓ Ｎ ｣ ｾ ｚ in te-rts of indexing a.cd :iame-'''2td:ir.g sets norther
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2. Incal Variables
Five types of local variables are used in DATPl1AT. With one
exception, these are ｡ ｵ ｴ ｣ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ defined by their first appearance
on the left side of a prc:-'ase. These types are as follows.
1. E-Variables. ｒ ｅ ａ ｖ ｾ ｂ (D-fonnat)
2. I-Variables. ｄ ｉ ｔ ｅ ｇ ｅ ｒ ｾ Ｇ ｴ Ｒ (H-fomat)
3 r N-Variables. ａ ｌ ｐ ｈ ｬ ｜ ｾ Ｇ ｴ Ｘ (C-format)
4. Q-Variables. Value is T or F. A maximum
of seven may be defined and their names
are limited to seven characters.
5. O-Switches. 'ialue is 0 or 1. There aI'e 26
of these predefined as O:A, O:B, ... , 0:2.
Their initial value is 1. They rray be used
as either arithmetic or logic var·iables.
If a local variable (except O-switches) appears for the first on the
left of a prrase and also on the right, the value taken on the right is
as follows:
E-variables 0.0
I-variables a
N-variables 8 blanks
Q-variables F
The values of local variables ｣ ｡ ｲ ｬ Ｎ ｾ ｯ ｴ be saved from one DATP,!vfAT session to another.
When exit is made from. IATP<j1AT, they vanish. This is also W.le of all
other quantities created by ｄ ａ ｾ ﾷ ｾ Ｎ ｔ except tables and ｾ ｯ ､ ･ ｬ ｳ which may be
. enfiled.
Calculations are pel'formed by the verbs CPJ£ (for numerical values), MANIP
(symbolic va.:'.ues), ?..nd L03IC Clq=:ical values). ｈ ｾ ＾ ･ ｶ € Ｎ ｊ Ｂ Ｚ Ｇ the ､ ｩ ｳ ｾ Ｎ Ｎ Ｎ ｮ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ
between O\LC and ｈ ｾ ｊ ｔ ｐ ｾ c.rd to ｾ :"e.sser ext'..:rrt bet·,eF..n th-:;se a"'''ld LCGIC, is not
sharply defined. For the most prt, the ｶ ｡ ｬ ｵ Ｈ ［ Ｌ ｾ of an e-:q;ression is converted, to
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the proper format for the I'esult. The Q-variables are an exception and their
use is not general. The O-switches nay be used in both CPJ£, B.iid LCGIC state-·
ments. The set of symoolic manipulative functions is not valid in CALC but
they are generally valid \olherever else they would be useful.
If a result is a C-fomat <iuantity and the value of the expression
is numeric, the integer ｰ ｾ of the value is converted to· Ｘ Ｇ Ｍ ｣ ｨ ｡ ｲ ･ Ｎ ｣ ｾ ･ ｲ
EBCDIC code with nO zero suppression. A value not less than 108 results
in an En'Or. A negative number is represented in lOs-complement form.
Thus 25.326 gives
C'00000025'
and -25 gives
C'99999975'
If the result is an O-switch, the binary units positon of the
value of the ･ ｨ ｾ ｲ ･ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ is used. 1hus
25.326 glves 1
-25 gives 1
22 gives 0
-22 gives 0
3. Structuring =.a.sic Data Tables
The use of DATP.HtIJ centers around tables ....,hich contain mL'Tlerical
C?r symbolic values. H:>wever, it is the sym1:x:>lic stubs and hear,:s , with
their implied indexing, which a.re the building blocks for a data
management applicaticn.*
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Suppose one is concerned with a model involing three plaJ1ts, two
raw rraterial sources, six nBr'ket regions and four tir.le peripds. One'
does not want to deal with basic tables each containing infonrdtion about
all 11+1+ combinations. P..ather, one Hants some tables containing i,'1fomation
about plants, some about Jn3.terials, and others aoout rr.arkets. Time periods
will be represented in a rnoqel mainly by replications with variations, such
as level of derrands and availabili1:'/ of naterials.
Consider tables for representing plants. A1though all plants nay
not be identical, 3 unified modelling scheme should underlie ｴ ｨ ｾ Ａ ｮ all.
Thus , although different plants rr.ay use SOoTJle or all different rnateri,als ,
carry out different processes, and produce different market ite.'T.s, the
ｾ ｣ ｨ ･ ｭ ･ for representing these thi."1gs should be universal. For exaniple,
a standard scheme is to use r'O"...JS for representing input, processing and
output strear:ls, Q.:i.d colum."1s for l"epresenting precesses. For a canplex plant
even this may te teo ｡ ｧ ｧ ｲ ･ ｧ ｲ Ｌ ｲ ｾ ･ ､ a.nd one may war:t a table for each process,
with columns, say, represerl"tir.g 'iarious ratol matE::rial t'/pes, rDWS representing
output streanS, and the eleJ";lents l"'epresenting yields. One ln3.y even h:3.ve
to represent different m...>des of cperation for the process, either with
different tables or differenT sets of collU!1Tls. Al:f'eady Ke are beginning
to imply a sizeable number of desi.gna-rors Hnicn it is clear ITr..1st be cooed
in sane fashion .
. : To keep a SYS-CC!l1 ;'lith a larg'=;; nu.'1ber of interrelatE:d ccncepts
operable, a cer'tai.'1 disciplir:e is dea=mded. In this ｣ ｏ ｾ ｬ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ cErtain
special tables and rules of .syrr.bcl form:ttion can be extr'::''rely helpful.
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TWo such table types ｭ ｾ ｹ ｢ ｾ called dictioraries and ｣｡ｴ｡ｬｯｾｊ･ｳＮ
'"
They are based on the asslUTlptio:ls of master codes and position significaI1ce
for symbol parts. ,'I
One begins by dividing all entities of interest into classes, for
example: raw materials, products, time. periods, production precesses.
Fach entity class. has an associated dictioI"..aI'Y." For this p' '';''IXJse, H-tables
are ideal. The stub consists of I say, 2-character codes for all possible
entities in the class. 'The first col\.1IlI1 of the table has a 6- or 8-character
mnenonic which is meaningful to a specialist. The neh't thl"'ee or four columns
are batche;d together to form 24- or 32-character tex.t which is unambiguous
to anyone in the field. The mnem:mics can be used for reference purposes
by analysts and the text used in preparing rrar.a.ge.iiBnt or fomal reports.
An abbreviated example ｦ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｾ ｶ ｳ Ｚ
H:PIANT.DY Al 83
PI NYFi\ST LONG '. ID ... ｾＧｴｲISL:'l " .."r-
I IP2 NYVlEST ｂｖｉｔｾｬｄ f'UJIT I
•P3 GULF •• HOUSTCN ｾＩｉＮａｉｉｔ I
•
P4 'vJCOAST LOS ａｎｇｆＮｾＮｊＺｓ PIA!:;I'
I •
.' ... _'-
-'." ."-C>t
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Note tffit the table n3Ine r.as been padded to 8 cffiracters vlith a period
and ends in DY. The convention here (only one of many possibilities>
is that a table name \dth DY in positions 7 and B is a dictionary.
Note also that the stub names are only 2 characters, with no JIU1em::mic
significance. (You miiSht pre!er LI, BU, HO 1 LA instead. >
An important rule is that any data table have all stub names taken
from one and only one dictionary stub, and likewise far head I'la.'!'IeS.
This leads to the conc,=pt of a catalogue table. One catalogue vlill
be the catalogue of all data tables. Let us suppose that a catalogue's
name is identified by CT il1 posi tions 7 and 8. A catalogue is an
M-table with tw::> colu.":"..'"lS which can rdVe head names, say, S'IUB and HEAD.
The stub of the ｣ ｡ ｴ ｡ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｾ ･ is a list of all tables in the set. Suppose MT
in positions 7 and 8 denotes an roY-table of sy11'1tolic values and GT
denotes a G-table of Tlu:r..eric values. Then the catalogue might appear
as follows:
,.....---.
I
11: ｄＮｾＮｔａＳｓｃｔ STUB HF!J)
MA.Ri<TIGT PRODCTDY CUSTl.DY
FRICE.GT PRODCrDY PffiIOtIDY
MA.'\](T1J·rr vlf.sE • •DY CTJSTI.DY
· · ·
· ·
·.
· · ·
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(Ideally, the stubs should be alphabetized.) The meaning of a
catalogue is as ｦ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｾ Ｇ ｬ ｓ ｾ using the first row of the example for
specificity:
A G-TABLE exists called l1A.RKI'lGT (rrarket 1 dcncnds, say).
All stub entries in t;"tis table are found in the stub c..f
dictionary ｐ Ｚ ｾ ｏ ｄ ｃ ｉ ｄ ｙ Ｈ ｰ ｾ Ｂ ｯ ｃ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｳ Ｉ and all head entries are
found in the stub of dictionary CUS?l.DY (customers).
One major purpose of such a catalogue is to be able to check Hhether changes
to a table are legitilTB.te. Such cheddng is readily progn::mrned in
ffiTAYAT statements. (P,efer to the Pamer paper for further elaboration.)
Clearly, the concepts suggested above can be extended in IIBJ1y ways.
It is extremely import?Jlt that ce.reful pla.n.Tling be done at the outset
in laying out a system of tables. Attention lmlst also be paid to how
these \od.ll l:e used in TiBtri".{ ge!leration and report genera.tion statements,
as well as ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ｾ ｾ ､ ｩ ｾ ｴ ｾ or ad hoc calculations.
DATM1AT provides sevai verts ･ ｾ ｾ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｩ ｴ ｬ ｹ far "table ｦ ｏ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ and ｦ ｩ ｬ ｌ ｾ
and three other verbs ::ave c,ptions relatir.g to table filing. A m.nnber
. .
of verbs may utilize table references) only one of \-lhich is specific
to tables.
a. Table Ccn3tr''.lctiO!"l Verbs
( ';)
.... The simplest verb for constructinG a.-:atle is called
TABLE. The nca.d is entered ex?licitly :-alloi-1ed by each reM
beginn.:Lr;j \.;ith iTS S"t1lb name. Tnis method is vc.·':y useful
for srrall vlor-k t<3.::>les (see Part I, F..xarnple 1) but tedious
for larger ones. (See READ'TAB below.)
(ii> A stub-Gcly tablE. car. ｴ ［ ｩ ｾ CI);jstr'JctPod \·;i-i::h the Vf:YD STJB.
Ii: ::,,:U1 ｾＺＧＺＡＧｦＺ ＭＺＺｾＺｴｾ .. ｾｾＮｾｾ r;,:" ＡＭＮＭＺＺＮｾＮＺｬ of ＺｾＺＡ｣ｴＢｴｾＺＢ｜ -t:.::.ble ｾ v!.L th
Ｕ Ｚ ｲ ﾷ Ｚ Ｚ ［ Ｍ ｾ Ｚ ..:).·.'.i,.:: ［ｬＺｾＺＺｾｾｾＧＺＧＧＧｾ ＨＺﾷｾＺｾＺＮＺＮ［ｴｾｩＮ［ＱｾｾＬ fil:ir:s, ｣ ﾷ ｾ ﾷ Ｚ Ｍ Ｍ Ｎ ｃ ［ Ｚ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｃ ﾷ Ｚ ﾷ Ｚ Ｎ ﾷ Ｚ Ｚ ｴ Ｚ Ｚ Ｎ ｾ ﾷ ｾ ｾ ｾ etc.),
t(J f ｾＩｬＭｭ trle ｲ Ｚ Ｈ ｾ ｜ i :1':"'UL. I 1: ｾＮ［ｩｬｬ ＵＮｬｾＺＺＩ e:..ｾＢｔｾ｣ＡＮＺｬ､ ＨＩｾ ＮＺＩﾷＯｾＭＺｾＭＧｬＭＺｴｹ The
stl...l.b (;f ill1 ｴ Ｚ ｾ ［ Ｇ Ｚ Ｚ ｬ Ｎ ｳ ｴ ｬ Ｎ Ｎ Ｚ Ｍ ｓ Ｍ ｾ 5 ＧＺｾＧｬｨＭｯｮｬＺｬ ｴｃＺｬ｢ｬｆｾＮ
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(iii) A null (empty) table can be constructed with the verb
FORH. Eith;;-p ｨ･｣Ｎｾｳ or stubs of existing tables can be
combined ':lith reolean set functions to form either' the
head 01"' stub of the neH table. Also, stylized 1].eads
and stuts c<'-:Y"l be cl'eated using a symrol concatenated with a
running inde;'C.
(iv) The verb F.f.AL,""'TAB reads a card-irr.age file containing TABLE-
verb sta.tements and/or up:ia.ting infonation. The file is
rrore easily created \-:ith CHS mIT facilities than with
direct typing into DATP-YJAT. The updating facilities of
READTAB are llilique.
(v) The verb REFOPl1 creates a null table whose stub consists
of LP id2ntifiers from the curTently-defiried i.lodel.
Either a mask or a bit man !MV be used for selection, or
either all row or all colurrn identifiers may be specified.
b. Table Filing 81d Deleting Verbs
(i) The verb ENFILE (a.lso used for IrDdels) has options for
enfiling either one table, all tables, or all matching a
ｾｳｫＮ They nay be listed by name and s'ize at "the sa.'Tle
time. They are enfiled in the clirI'ently-oiefbe 1 ｔＮＭ｜ｇｵＭＺｾ
ｴｩｬｾ ＨＢ［＿ｴＮｾ ＮｾｾＺＧＺＮｬＢＧ ｪＮＧＺｬｾｾﾷＩＮ ,.....1)·-r:... ｾＺｳ ."10 ｾｦＧｦﾷﾷＢＧﾷｾ C'll ｴ Ｚ Ｎ ﾷ ﾷ ［ Ｚ ﾷ ｬ ｾ ｾ .:Ll
ＧｉＧｩｶＺＬＺ､ｾＬ r ::;::,rase. If an enfiled table replaces one on file,
a note is typed.
(ii) The verb ｐ ｾ ｃ Ｑ ｾ ｌ recalls one table or all tables with a
list option. Pnother option merely ｬ ｩ ｳ ｾ ｳ all tables on file
without actually b:dnging them in to t-icrking storage.
Both EIJFILE and FECALL for, one table r.a.veo a renaming ｯ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ
If a table of the ｳ ｡ ｲ ｲ ｾ rame (or alias) exists in working
storage, it is f iT'st deleted.
(iii) The verb EPASE erases one table in the file. It has no
other function. (It must not be confusc-d with DELEI'E.)
(iv) The gene.ral verb ｄ ｅ ｌ Ｎ ｴ Ｚ ｬ Ｚ ｾ ms options for deleting one table
or a list of them from TNOrking storage. T'nis has no effect
on any enfiled tables.
(v) The general 'ferb SIT h:i::; rt'""l ｣ｰｴｩｯｾ for setting the file name
for tables. The default is TABLES.
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c. Table Calculation Verbs
A large number of verbs utilize tables. However, for calculations
on tables) as such) the following are used.
Ci) The verb DlliIN will return the integer index of any stub
or head name or the number of rows or columns. If a name
does not exist, ｴ ｨ ｾ answer is o.
(ii) The general verb CALC allows G-table elements for both results
and expressions. An elaborate variety of indexing is provided.
(iii) The general verb MANIP .allows M-table elements for results.
Any table, including stubs and heads, way· be used in the
expression.
(iv) The gerlr,.:",'j.l verb LOGIC allows table references in expressions.
This also applies to the IF verb. mlever) multiple indexing
is meanint;l-==: ::'''. Ij' in a LOOP verb. (LOOP is a conditional
ro-loop initiator.)
(v) Tne verb CAJ..£ also rroves values between a G-table and an
a.rray. A MTPJAAT array is a ｆＧｏｾＧｬＥｾｾＮｲＭﾷＺ i .: 'le array used
with function aIle) "-i:J (,. 0, :.ti ,'-= · ....11.... .:i.utaratic indexing
nay be used but not name· matching since arrays have no stubs
or heads.
5. M::xlel Ge..leration and Revision
MTAMAT provides complete facilities for SESAME model generation,
in other w::>ros, it my be used as what is usually termed a "matrix generator".
In the SESAME environment, as with most large MP syste.JIlS, one should properly
make a distinction between an L? Ifcdel Af'.c1 .m LP mtrix. A model is a complete
representation stored in the user's data base; the matrix (there is only
one at a time) is a particular specialization of a model residing on a
oork file for imnediate use. In this sense, DATJ.J!A.T has nothing at all
to do with the LP matrix.
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Dt\TAMAT deals with rrodets in three distinct ways which JIUlst not
be confused:
(a) It can access any coefficient of an existing lIDdel for use in
calculations. This is done with the referent prefixes A: and B:
appearing in an ･ ｸ ｰ ｲ Ｌ Ｌ Ｚ Ｌ ｳ ｾ k.:-,.. Here the existing model is
treated as a source of data, just as a SESAME result file might
be, and it has nothing in particular to do with model generation
or revision.
(b) Dt\TAMAT can recall an entire existing model (REVISE verb) for
revision. Once this has been done, the coefficients of the
recalled model eire not accessible directly as operands (though
the original enfiled version is). There are three variants
of REVISE:
(i) The argument DUHMY with REVISE causes only the list of
INDIRECT names to be recalled and formed into a table.
This is useful for revising the ind.irect vector used by
SESAME procedures.
(ll' .) The verb StJI?1":CT!r:l, ｔﾷｰＧＬｾＮｾＱＱ = ＬＮＺ［Ｌｩｾﾷ the row definitions of a
nndel and changes their types in preparation for creating
a decomposition submodel.
(ill) The verb MERGE recalls and merges an entire nodel ｾ ｩ ｴ ｨ one
previously recalled or initiated.
(c) JlA.TAl1AT Cai"l create new model components or cha.Tlge existing
ones. This is done with the model generation and ｲ ･ ｶ ｾ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ
verbs. Before t.hese ver·bs are legal to use, one of the verbs
REVISE, SUBMODEL or 1\TD-v1'10DEL must ha'v'e been e."{ecuted. The
latter is used when one is starting a new JIDdel from scratch.
The'model in working storage - revised or created as described aOOve -
JIUst be enfiled (ENFlLE verb) if it is to be retained. Since there is no
other purpose for having a rr.odel in working storage, it must always be
enfiled unless some gross error h3.s been JIEde in its' construction and
it is desired to start over. Although the ge.l"leral verb DELETE has an
option for. deleting the !rodel in vnt"k:l r.t: sf:orage, this is unnecessary.
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The mcdel ir, w:·:r-king storage is autanatically deleted. by any of the
following:
ENFILE (of model) .
REVISE, SUR10DEL or lIDoJHODEL
EXIT (from DATAMAT) .
. A1though a series of MERGE statements may be used after RLVISE or
NEWMODEL, note that the .sequence
REVISE or NDtMODEL
MERGE
ENFILE
MERGE
ENFILJ:
is illegal. Enfiling a rrodel ic;; a destructive process to the model in YJOrking
storage. nus model 1.S similar to but not identical with an enfiled. model
in structure. In pq.rticulc:.r, the enfiling process re-sorts the YJOrking nodel
into the same order ｾ Ｇ ｊ ｨ ｩ ｣ ｨ is created by the SESAME procedure CONVERT and is
essential to otlpr procedures, Particularly SETUP.
The verbs mentioned aoove deal with tw::> different. rrodel designations
on separately designated fil es· REVISE, SUEMODEL and MERGE always access
the file de'signated as DOOLDMD and REVISE and SUB.?[)DEL recall the rrodel
designated as OWMOD. (MERGE requires an argurrent .narnir.g the rrodel to be
merged.) The verb ENFILE:i on .the other hand, writes to the file designated
Dll10DEL (except when the argument SUEMODEL is used in which case it
writes to the DOOLD."1D file and also m:xiifies the OLm10D rrooel). rnFILE
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requires an argunent to name the new model. Of course, this can be the
same as the OLDMaD designation, if desired, and the DDJlDMD and D:r:t10DEL
files may also be the same. These desigra.tions are controlled by options
with"the general ｖ ａ ｾ Ｇ ｨ S:t=T. (See wTite-up of SEI'verb for co:t'('€spondence
with SESAME CR cells. However, it is always safer to use the SIT verb
when in MTAMAT rather than to rely on prior CR settings in SESAME:.)
Many of the m:x:1el generation verbs are simply l.P component names,
viz:
.: "
ROW
COL
RHS
GUB
PRSEr
MARKER
RANGE
BOUND
defines one or more LP row identifiers and types
and rray define one or rrore columns and also the
coefficients ,in the implied substructure.
defines one or more LP column identifiers and
types and Tray define one or more rows and also the
coefficients in the implied substructure.
defines one dr more LP RF.s identiiiers and may
define one or rrore rows and also the elements in
the implied PRS columns.
defines one 'GUB set header (identifier) and type',
and optionally the GUB value.
defines one' pricing set header (identifier).
defines one marker column (identifier>.
defines one or rrore range sets and their
elements, and may defirll:? 1,,:::W row i.dentifiers.
defines c':",': or fccce bound sets ..md the round
values for "Cr;! ,; set. The referenced columns
must be defined elsewhere.
ｾ ･ ｲ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ a new definiti.on lJBy be made in the above, an old one is first
checked for. If an old definition exists and the statement makes a
, ,
nontrivial Ch3.J18e :11' .:1n:' tj'Pc or valt:.e, a I!0te is output. Ch:u1ging a
free rotv or a standcrd colurr:r1 [Ij serre ｯ ｴ ｨ ･ ｬ ｾ ',:ype is rega-"'<ied a.s non-
exceptionaL If new coefficie:1ts, ･ ｬ ｣ Ｚ ｲ Ｎ Ｇ Ｌ Ｈ Ｚ ｊ ﾷ Ｂ ｴ ｾ ﾷ (J' \i,1]'t=,',- d'e created (where
no old one existed), no note is output.
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The general verb DELEI'E has options for all the above component
types and de+etes the named ｾｯｭｰｯｮ･ｮｴ from the rrOOel in working storage.
DELETE always applies to entire components; individual elements may be
deleted by redefining them as zero. In the case of ranges and bounds , it is
impossible to delete individual values since a zeru value has a definite
meaning. However, a range value for a deleted row or a botmd value for
a deleted ｾ ｯ ｬ ｵ ｭ ｮ will be; excised when ENFILE is executed.
Three additional verbs deal with sets of vectors and are primarily
for revision' of an old model:
ｮ ｾ ｓ ｅ ｒ ｔ
ENDlliS
This verb defines the point at which new rows, columns
or FJIS-s are to be inserted in the final sequencing. ic
terminates all existing lliSERTS.*
\.
COMBINE This verb creates a linear ｣ ｡ ｮ ｢ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ or two n:JWS,
tID columns or two RHS-s in the form VI + V2 ic P
where VI and V2 are vectors and p is a scalar.
Its principle use is to combine base and
change vectors from the parametricalgorithms •
The result vector can be new or the sane as either
VI or V2 which rray al.so be the same. Thus COMBINE
can also b:e used for scaling. For example,
ic'Ihe verbs lliSERT and DJDINS should be used sparingly as they can greatly'
increase processing time. It is alJl'ost never necessary to control order
except for GUB ar:d FPS:::T sets.
}/B ,
fR'I
I
"._".,;. ", ':. . I
I
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See the PaJiner reference (section 3 above) for useful suggestions on
ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｾ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｧ LP identifiers. The same kind of planning used for table stubs
and heads should be carried over into LP ncmenclature •
.The final verb in this set is quite different fram the others since
it deals with a special category of Irodel components, namely indirect
values. There is a rather intricate interplay am:mg m:xlel construction,
model revis:i;.on, rratrix ｳ ･ ｾ ｰ and matrix modification with respect to
indirect values. The DATAPAT verb INDIRECT facilitates working with
them. Although it partly duplicates the functions of the SESAME pn:lCedure
VAllJES, it is indispensible for models created by DAT.A.Ht\T.
Incli.I"ect names must be defined before other parts of a nodel are
created. In the SESAME procedure CONVERT, this is ensured by requiring the
INDIRECT section to be first in the input file. Such an absolute ｲ ･ ｾ ｴ
is not appropriate with the ･ ｲ ｬ Ｎ Ｇ ｡ Ｎ ｔ ｾ ｲ Ｇ ｦ ｬ ｾ Ｇ Ｚ ､ ｾ ,;Iity of DATAl1AT but nevertheless
a similar ·requirement must be enforced. There .is the .further difficulty
of specifying the indirect names: to simply require one to type them in
as a list would insulate them fr'CJ; other useful facilities.
The situation is handled as ｦ ｯ ｬ Ｑ ｾ ﾷ Ｚ ｳ Ｎ The list of indirect names
is specified as the head of a G-table and the values, if d,efined, are in
some row of this table (which may :rave more rows or. not). If one is
creating a new ｭｘＮｾＱ 070' ｩＮｲＮｾｴｩＭｬＧｬＮＺＮｲ［［［ ｩｮ､ｩｲ･ｾｴ names for. the first time in
an old model., tJ Ie V!--r1) IlmIREC1' vd.th option PUT is executed, naming the
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table defining the indirects. This must °be done before any generation
verbs referTing to fudirects are eXecuted. Any associated values are
not recorded in the nodel but nay be put lllto ｾ ｨ ･ indirect vector in
either of two ways:
(1) If the SESAME procedure VALUES has been previously
executed, the verb CALC with a special result operand
convention rray be used. The same operand convention
for the expression with ClUJ:. JIB.y be used to
retrieve values fran the indirect vector, say to
put into the appropriate roW of the G-table.
(2) The SESAME procedure VALUES rray subsequently be
used in standard fashion after the model has
been enfiled by rATAMAT.
When REVISE or SUEMODEL is executed and the recalled r.ndel h3.s
an indirect branch,' a G-table with one row is automatically created
with an internally generated n&ile. (The situation is more complicated
with MERGE. See MERGE v.Tite-up . ) The row is :sP.t 1"0 zeroes. Execution
of the verb TIIDDECT \o;ith option GET and specifying a G-tablename,
merely causes the generated table to be renamed. (If anothe+' table
by that name exists, it is deleted.)
One JIBy subsequently execute INDIRECT v.lith option PUT nanU.-.,g another
table. The indirect indexes will be translated and any old names not
appearing in the new ta.tle 0 head will be deleted. (This happens when
Em'ILE is executed.) Any I'e:minLllg elements referring to these names
(via the old index) will be treated as zero.
INDIRECT GEl' and DIDlRECT PtJI' may each be executed at most once
and, if both, GEl' must be first.
ａ ｾｾ
I
I
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6.· Calculations with Model arid Result File Quantities
It has already been mentioned that elements of an enfiled nodel
(the one cl..Irr'ently designated MODEL) may be referenced with the prefixes
A: (for structural coefficients) andB: (for RHS elements). 'IWelve
other prefixes are used for refermces to a result file. (Another
prefix is used to refer to a SESAME general map. Thus 15 of the 26 ｰｲ･ｦｾ･ｳ
refer to entiled ｱ ｵ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｳ Ｎ Ｉ
The reason so many prefixes are used for resUl.t files is that
these files contain such varied information. The· fiJ e referenced is
the one et.1t'rently designated DDRESLT and the main ｢ｲ｡ｮｾ used is for
the m:rlel currently designated HODEL. Below this, however, there are
still several paths. The prefix autanatically determirles whether the·
reference is to a solution or to a table:au. There are two ways to specify
the case name : either with an option of the verb SET, or by specifying
case directly in the referent. The latter overrides the former wi.thout
nullifying it. The subsets of the prefixes. are as follows:
(a) Solution ROW section.
P: Dual activity (1T)
U: Logical activity (slack or surplus)
V: Row sum 0: aijXj) .
W: Row lower limit, upper limit, or status
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(b) Solution COIlJMN section
c:
D:
R:
X:
Y:
Input cost (possibly canposite)
Reduced cost, or dual slack activity (d j )GUB .set value (implied RHS for GUB row)'
Structural activj.ty (LP X-variable)
Lower limit, upper limit, or status fol" X-variable
(c) Solution CR section
Z: One of a subset of CR values recQrded
with a solution ｾ ｓ ｾ Ｎ
(d) Tableau Brench
S: Same as Z: but for a tableau en se.
"T: Tableau value, designated by $tub, head.
These referents nay occur in prncticJ.'!l' y any expression where they
make sense.
There is one verb (OOT} and a sUITIII'ation convention for oo..J:, fol"
calculations expecially appropriate to enfiled models and results.
These are as fol10',..'<:..
a. The IXlT verb computes inner p:rod.ucts for the following
combinations of prefixes (OOT expressions o'1l''': special;
see IXlT writeup):
P: by A:
P: by B:
A: by X:
E 1T. a.. for fixed' J••
J. 1.Ji
E 1T. b.a .. for fixed k.
• 1 .l..J'.
1
E a .. X. for fixed ij 1J ]
c: by X: E c. X.j JJ (c. = composite OBj row)]
'Cases are s);ecifi'2:.i for P:, X: '::'.1::2 C: - 'T'! i'" ｾ ｶ ｯ casss in the
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last form need not be the same•.The range of stllIlIlation may
be restricted with either a mask or a bit map (J: referent).
'The result may becane ｴ ｨ ｾ value of an E: variable or a G:
table element. MJ.ltiple indexing may not be used directly
but may be effected by use of LOOP.
2. A mask or a bit ITap lray be ｬ ｬ ｳ ･ ｬ Ｇ ｾ "",j n. ;my of the following
referent prefixes in a CPJ..J:, expression to denote sUIIllJE.tion:
ﾷﾷＮＱﾷｾ
A:, B:
P:, U:, V:, vI:
C:', D:, R:, X:, Y:
Sum over all model coefficients whose
identifiers match the mask(s) or have
their bit on in the map. IX>uble
summation is possible.
Sum over all results values whose
identifiers match the mask or have
their bit on in the map. Only
single summation is possible.
(For W: and Y: only the LL or UL
options are ineaningful.) -
T: Sum over all tableau values whose stub
or head names Jffitch the mask(s).
:COuble sumIIation is possible. A bit
map may not be used since tableau
stubs and heads are not relate:d to
bit maps.
Note: Two maps may not be ｵ ｳ ｦ Ｇ Ｚ Ｈ ｾ sirrnJltaneously. If this
is attempted ｾ the second one named (£run left to
right) will be used and no error is flagged. The'
samernap ffi3.y be used for both LP rows and LP
columns with prefix A:. For prefix B: ｾ a bit
In3p is legal only for LP ｾｳＬ not V' FRS-s.
